
Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853-4901 
Peter W. Martin  
Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
(607) 255-4619  Fax (607) 255-7193 
    February 27, 1990 
 
 
Social Security Administration 
Director, Office of Public Inquiries 
Freedom of Information Officer 
Room 4-H-8, Annex Building 
6401 Security Blvd 
Baltimore, MD x21235 
 
Dear Officer: 
 
 
 This is a Freedom of Information Act request for the most recent 
compilation of reversal rates for Administrative Law Judges hearing 
Social Security appeals.  I have a copy of the compilation dated June 14, 
1988 secured by the Senior Citizens Law Center under the FOIA.  I assume 
that this report is generated at least annually and so request the most 
recent. 
 
 
 
   Sincerely, 
 
  



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853-4901 
Peter W. Martin  
Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
(607) 255-4619  Fax (607) 255-7193 
    January 31, 1990 
 
 
Mr. Bill Baker 
Mead Data Central 
9393 Springboro Pike 
Post Office Box 933 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
 
 
Dear Bill: 
 
 
 I promised you copies of last spring's exchange on the subject of 
FOLIO, as well as the small sampler I put together using it (SOCSEC.NFO).  
I have also included the 1988 functionality document to which some of the 
later memos make reference.  Please feel free to share these with anyone 
who wants to understand my vantage point on the platform question.  I was 
quite pleased with the FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION for LEX-Guide dated 
October 9, 1989 and with the report on the platform decision I received 
from Pat Guiant on November 20, 1989. 
 
 I am open to persuasion that FOLIO can do the job, but persuading 
me will take a lot of new evidence. 
 
 
   Sincerely, 
 
 
   Peter W. Martin 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: Bill Baker 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: January 18, 1990 
 
======================================================== 
 
 The three disks I am bringing to Dayton contain ascii files listing 
a major portion of the decisions that need to be placed in a special 
database for the Social Security CD-ROM.  Like the other lists submitted 
during the past few months, the files are formatted in 80 character 
lines.  Each decision record has six fields, each field has an 80 
character line (truncated or padded with spaces to 80, as appropriate).  
The fields are, in order: (1) Martin file name, (2) Thumbprint, (3) Name, 
(4) Court, (5) Official or West cite, (6) Lexis Cite.  The thumbprint 
field has information in two different formats depending on the source of 
the information. When it comes from a DOC# report I have downloaded, the 
field includes the full string that report contains including the 
database number.  When it comes from the full text document furnished by 
MDC it contains only the information in the first segment of the document 
(document number and thumbprint). 
 I have provided information only on decisions that I have received 
in full text, either from an MDC bulk download or Eclipse or individual 
download.  There are still a few decisions missing from these portions of 
the database, but only a few. 
 I. SUPCT.MDC 
  35 decisions (0 missing) ==> 35 listed 
 II. F2D.MDC 
  2051 decisions (6 missing) ==> 2045 listed 
 III. FSUPP.MDC 
  3499 decisions (19 missing) ==> 3480 listed  
  [1718 in FSUPPI.MDC; 1762 in FSUPPII.MDC] 
 IV. FRD.MDC 
  36 decisions (6 missing) ==> 30 listed 
 V. CLAIMS.MDC 
  5 decisions (0 missing) ==> 5 listed 
 VI. BANK.MDC 
  24 decisions (2 missing) ==> 22 listed 
 VII. STATE.MDC 
  72 decisions (5 missing) ==> 67 listed 
 
 The FSUPP and F2D lists only run up to 1987, the beginning of LEXIS 
cites in these files and the ending of district court decisions 
denominated slip opinions. 
 
 I have and can furnish lists whenever you wish on the slip opinions 
running up through 1986 (current count 2188).  They will not be subject 



to the proofing and paginating drill since they have not been printed in 
West reports, but will ultimately need to be run through the parser. 
 
 The lists for U.S. Court of Appeals and U.S. District Courts -- 
1987-1989, await the filling in of the gaps in MDC's downloads for that 
period. 
 
 We need to work out a system for updates, some of which will be old 
decisions (1960, say) that have been acquired by Linda Doll's group 
having first been missing but the bulk of which will be new decisions or 
new versions of last year's decisions. 
 
 I also hope that your system of database creation is able to 
generate reports for me of the successful placement of these documents in 
the special database so that I don't have to perform my own audit to 
determine omissions or erroneous inclusions. 
499 decisions 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: Bill Baker 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: February 12, 1990 
 
Subject: Case Inventory Update 
 
======================================================== 
 
 I have attempted individual downloads of all the cases counted as 
missing in my January 18 memorandum.  Seventeen of those decisions were 
in Lexis and are now in my decision collection.  I will transmit the 
records on those decisions along with those for District and Court of 
Appeals Decisions 1987-1989. 
 
 My database shows 553 Court of Appeals decisions for the period 
1987-89 (41 still missing) and 1551 District Court decisions 
(approximately 200 missing).  As soon as I have this last batch of 
downloads, I am simply going to forge ahead with manual downloads from 
here to fill the gap assuming that the gap will be less than 100 
decisions. 
 
 The District Court slip decision collection is essentially complete 
-- 2188 in the database of which only 13 are missing from the full text 
collection. 
 
 Ignoring 1990 decisions for the moment, the rough count of 
decisions heading for the disk is: 
 
 Supreme Court Decisions........................35 
 Court of Appeals Decisions...................2600 
 District Court Decisions (published 
  and unpublished)........................7300 
 Miscellaneous Others (Court of Claims, 
  Bankruptcy, State Courts)................100 
     Total                   10035 
 
 The current rate of addition is roughly 700 decisions per year (13-
14 per week).  Ignoring the smaller categories, that total is made up of 
500 District Court decisions (200 of them ultimately published in F.Supp. 
or F.R.D. by West) and 200 Court of Appeals decisions, all of which are 
published in F.2d. (My Eclipse deliveries are significantly higher 
because of the intentional overinclusiveness of the searches and 
redundant case records [a case first appears without a West volume and 
page number and then later appears as published by West].) 
 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: Kathryn Downing, Sue Alexander, Sonny Reisz 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: Feb. 27, 1990 
 
Subject:  Online Social Security Library 
  
======================================================== 
 
I. Assumed System Capabilities 
 
 This author-created and linked library proposal presumes certain 
capabilities in the online system. 
 
 To begin, the proposal depends critically on the capacity to 
identify individual decisions (and Social Security Rulings) for coding 
that will place them within a specialty collection.  In addition, it 
assumes some capacity for additional codes that will allow nonexclusive 
subcategories within a single class of documents (e.g., decisions). 
 
 This proposal depends on the capacity to identify individual 
sections of U.S.C.S. and C.F.R. for inclusion in a specialty collection. 
 
 Another key requirement is the capacity to load treatise paragraphs 
within the segment structure of the online database -- preserving as 
separate segments (or fields) at minimum: paragraph number, heading or 
title, map(s) or index(es), statutory references, regulation references, 
POMS references, a preformulated search for relevant decisions, treatise 
text. 
 
 Movement around the library depends on lexstat, lexsee, and both 
browse and paragraph moves within the treatise material.  The missing 
link here is a lexsee move to the Code of Federal Regulations.  I am 
assuming that adding cfr to the lexsee index is planned.  I am also 
assuming that the "p*5b" or "p*cases" moves that allow navigation within 
an ALR annotation would be available for the treatise material.  
Desirable but not so critical is a lexsee move to the Social Security 
Rulings. 
 
 Finally, while not dependent on introduction of the Windows Session 
Manager, this proposal contemplates segments within treatise paragraphs 
that, with the Windows Session Manager, will allow point and click access 
of statute sections and regulations (see lexsee point above), as well as 
point and click or cut and paste use of preformulated searches. 
 
II. Contents 
 



 When released, the online library should contain at least the 
following: Title II of 42 U.S.C.S., 20 C.F.R. Part 404, all uncodified 
amendments (and proposed amendments) to both statute and regulations, 
10,000 or so Social Security decisions that I have identified to date 
(subdivided at least into four non-exclusive issue categories: Issues 
That Concern Retirement Benefits or Social Security Benefits Generally, 
Family Benefit Issues, Disability Issues, Attorneys Fee Issues), those 
Social Security Rulings that deal with OASDI, as well as those dealing 
with SSI disability issues (not all the rulings), basic treatise 
structure including references to statute and regulations, historic 
material, POMS index, index to journal articles, statistical material on 
administrative and judicial dispositions in Social Security appeals.  (I 
have several additional categories of material in mind to be added after 
the initial release.) 
 
 After release, there are two dimensions of maintenance.  First, the 
collection of decisions, statutes, regulations, and rulings must be kept 
up to date.  We will need a system in place that, like my current Eclipse 
searches, delivers candidates for inclusion to me for review and 
classification.  But that system must also allow me to submit the results 
of that review for prompt implementation online.  Second, we need a 
system that will allow periodic enhancements of the treatise and other 
author-generated material. 
 
III. Packaging  
 
 The library should carry my name and a copyright notice should be 
displayed in connection with the collection as a whole and as well as all 
units of author created material (in a fashion analogous to ALR). 
 
 If the library is joined by complementary specialty libraries such 
as Medicare/Medicaid or SSI generally or Employee Benefits (ERISA et al), 
they should also be author selected and linked material.  Otherwise, this 
library should be maintained as a distinct specialty library. 
 
IV. Relationship of the Online Library to Print  
 
 I firmly believe that such an online resource has the potential for 
reaching new markets, including an important sector within the federal 
government.  To assist marketing and to guide use, I would expect to 
write (and update) a reasonably short users manual.  The library and 
treatise would be usable without the manual, but use would be enhanced 
and encouraged by this print publication to be distributed by MDC.  This 
manual would not be a competitor with the the online material (not a 
print version of the treatise or other material). 
 
V. Relationship of the Online Library to CD-ROM 
 
 The online library will be designed to serve as the data source for 
and ultimate complement to a CD-ROM publication.  That publication should 
occur under MDC or Michie auspices, if possible, but could occur under 
independent auspices if legal issues or software platform considerations 
make that mutually advantageous.  or Social Security Benefits Generally, 
Family Benefit Issues, Disability  



Meeting with Sue Alexander and Sonny Reisz -- March 2 
 
Sue outlined the resources under Kathryn Downing at MDC 
Gary Pollard heads the Data Services Division -- 250 people doing 
proofing and pagination.   
During the period April 18 -- May 9 there will be massive unloading and 
reloading of the database (that will be implementing the design 
consistency project -- i.e., uniform fields in databases)  The immediate 
fallout of this churning of the database may be a total blowout of my 
eclipse process.  Sue will have someone contact me on that subject.  [The 
new database design includes a date stamp.  Presumably the reloads carry 
an archive and perhaps year of add entry, so that new items carrying a 
current stamp can be distinguished.) 
The new system will include TTI -- which will programatically pull up an 
audit trail on each document (so that lost documents can be discovered) 
Rob O'Dell heads the Next Generation Systems group (300 or so people) 
 
We ran through my list of essential capabilities.  Apparently there is no 
difficult short term with individual designation of decisions and Social 
Security Rulings.  Nor is there difficulty with subcategories of those 
documents.  Sue and Sonny will check on possible limits on such doc # 
tags (I suggested 100 or so) [although if linked to the paragraph level 
the number would be higher still] 
Sonny will also furnish me an ascii file, field delimited, that contains 
the SS rulings.  I will use it to prepare a list of those to be included 
in my collection (and categorize and index them) 
42 U.S.C.S. must be included in its entirety.  It is unclear how long 
that lumpiness continues.  [The short term work around is to set the 
system up so that users move to the statute (and regulation) off the 
treatise -- either index or paragraph references. 
That brings up the problems of lexstat and lexsee.  USCS is loaded with 
sections as documents so a lexstat takes the user only to that level.  
Need to build in techniques to get the user to 402(q) and the like.  One 
question that Sue is checking on is how close the "locate" function is to 
implementation.  That could furnish the necessary followup move to 
subsection (particularly with Window Session Manager). 
The lexsee move to CFR is said to be on someone's plan; the question is -
- how soon?  Sonny also recalled that the period in the CFR cites 
(404.1005) may be the stumbling block. 
 
We discussed copyright notice and movement around the treatise.  Sue 
suggested that we both look at how the Clark Boardman treatises on 
Westlaw handle those questions. 
 
Updates -- Some of the data providers on NEXIS are conntected by ROSCOE, 
a real time editing facility that allows entry of updates directly into 
the production environment.  Sue will check to see whether it would be 
feasible for my updates to treatise (author-produced text) could be 
entered that way.  My tagging of decisions (in/out and subcategories) 
must be handled by way of submitting lists to the editing group.  I 
suggested that it might work with programmatic tagging and editorial 
(Martin) removal or adjustment by list.  That would represent fewer 
manual changes in DOC # codes. 
 



I furnished some sample treatise paragraphs, sample listings of headings 
and paragraph numbers, and treatise outline.  How many documents in the 
treatise?  Taking each paragraph as a document, I guestimated 3,000 
documents.  I need somehow to come up with a character estimate. 
 
Sue raised the issue of acknowledgments in the copyright block.  I 
observed that Cornell required none and that NCAIR claimed no propriety 
interest, but simply asked for acknowledgment -- a request that need not 
force repeated mentions of NCAIR throughout the treatise.  Acknowledgment 
on the "title page" and in the written brochure strike me as sufficient. 
 
Schedule -- Sue will be back to me shortly (10 days or so) on schedule.  
Future release dates in 1990 are July 28, September 23, and November ?  I 
ok'd the release of the renamed Public Health and Welfare Library in 
April.  This is the library into which the Martin Social Security Files 
will fit.  I explained that so long as the larger, less coherent 
collection avoided use of the label Social Security the confusion I had 
been concerned about would, I thought, be avoided -- especially if the 
Social Security library will soon be coming.  I said that my timeline saw 
statute, regulation, rulings, and decisions going up first -- followed by 
treatise.  Since the treatise's strength will lie in its links to those 
other materials, it should not go up ahead of them. 
 
ALR -- Should I include an ALR annotation index in the treatise 
(analogous to the journal article index)?  Sue said I should raise this 
issue with Kathryn Downing who (with Bob Glass) owns the relationship 
with LCP. 
 
I described the ALR reversal rate material and indicated I would send it 
for examination when it arrived.  Upon arrival, it appears that the data 
must be repackaged before placing in system (too many entries, cryptic 
category heads). 
 
Other: Sonny will have near full time to devote to this project after the 
Public Health and Welfare Library goes up in April.  Sue will send me 
print materials used to guide users of statutes which she thinks may help 
in preparing my manual.  Sue believes the contract to be adequate to our 
present situation and explicity noted its coverage of  
royalties for an online library. 



P.W. Martin 
 
Treatise Structure in Online Environment ---- March 15, 1990 
=========================================================== 
 
I. Initial Encounter 
 
I want the user to be advised in an online help screen directly 
accessible from the menu, as well as in print: 
 that even if one wishes to move to statute, regulations, or 
rulings, the normal entry point is the Martin (treatise) file which 
includes full indices of those materials, 
 how to pull up the key navigation tools (see below) 
 and that the only situation in which one might choose the 
decisions, regulations, or rulings files would be when one wanted to 
launch a free text search but that even there the treatise will give 
access, as to decisions and rulings, to category search tools (see my 
memo of yesterday). 
 
The system question this raises is how much help or scope text can be set 
up to accessed from the LIBRARY/FILE menu.  Do you have any examples of 
fairly extensive guidance furnished at this level that I might learn 
from? 
 
The user might have two choices -- treatise alone and treatise plus 
searchable material (principally decisions and rulings) 
 
II. Navigation Tools 
 
Within the Treatise file there should be a table of contents document and 
other named (or named and numbered) navigation documents -- indices to 
regulation, statute, rulings, key decisions by issue and jurisdiction, 
decision and ruling issue categories from which searches can be built, 
and treatise. 
Thus the user should be instructed to enter the search "segment 
[title/?]""table of contents" or "regulation index" and the relevant 
navigation document is retrieved to be viewed in full.  These navigation 
documents should be broken into star pages (with the organization 
explained on the first screen) so that the user can move to the relevant 
portion of index (alpha pages or with statute or regulation section # 
pages).  [What are the limits on star paging?] 
 
III. Designations of Treatise Units 
 
The navigation tools and all units of the treatise need to have a 
citation that is lexseeable.  Major divisions of the treatise should have 
citations that reveal to the eye what division one is in or searching.   
 
[What are the relevant system and user interface limitations or 
considerations here?] 
 
First, I want the units of organization (citable units) to remain the 
same across media.  Consequently, I don't want to make huge concessions 
to the online situation that will be troubling or even unduly clumsy on 



CD-ROM.  Second, since the user in the online environment will need to 
type in the targets of cross-reference moves (or cut and paste with the 
Windows Session Manager) -- that points toward citations without commas, 
that the eye and head can hold on to, and that the hand can readily key 
in. 
 
IV.  Changes in the Treatise Over Time 
 
 Every treatise unit needs to have a version or date of last change 
field that is displayed as part of the top matter.  



 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: Sue Alexander 
    Sonny Reisz 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: March 14, 1990 
 
======================================================== 
 
 Attached is my working case classification matrix.  By my count it 
has, currently, some 176 different categories and subcategories.  No 
decision is likely to have more than a dozen, most will have fewer.  For 
example, a decision that deals with a claim to benefits resting on an 
asserted common law marriage that would have taken place in Ohio or New 
York would be assigned to the Family Benefit category, and three 
subcategories.  A decision that deals with several interwoven disability 
issues (treating physician, listed impairment, grid, non-exertional 
impairment) would quickly reach half a dozen. 
 
 Here is how, at first cut, I envision the classifications working 
on-line.  Every decision or ruling within the Martin Social Security 
collection would have the DOC# code indicating that and, in nearly all 
cases (99%), a category code.  (The only exception, I can think of, would 
be the odd Social Security decision in which the judge merely affirms the 
decision of the ALJ with no statement of issues or nature of the case.)  
Many, but not all the decisions, would be further categorized to the 
level of detail reflected in the attached matrix. 
 
 Dave Spencer tells me that although DOC# codes are simply used at 
present to define FILEs within which users conduct searches they can be 
used to frame a search.  That is the functionality I have in mind.  Here 
is an example.  A user looking for disability decisions in which the 
"treating physician rule" is defined or applied could enter the command 
which would search for all decisions subcategorized by me as "treating 
physician."  That initial search could be modified to look for certain 
key words ("etiology") in the original decision set or to limit the 
answer set to decisions of a particular court (2d circuit) or to expand 
the search to include all other decisions within the disability category 
in which the phrase "treating physician" appears. 
 
 The category lists would appear as a set of pages in the table of 
contents/index portion of the treatise.  The user wanting to move 
directly to case research could page to the right category.  (Each 
category would be the subject of a topic or rule summary paragraph in the 
treatise so that this matrix would also provide an avenue into the 
treatise.  [How the user makes that move will be the subject of a 
subsequent memo.])  The screen showing the category would also indicate 
what code would have to be keyed (or cut and pasted) to execute that 
category as a search or build a search starting from the category coding. 



 
 The user who comes to decisions through a detailed treatise 
paragraph will find, at that level, a few key decisions that can be 
LEXSEE'd and a preformulated search making use of the category coding. 
 
 There are numerous issues of implementation on my side; they are 
manageable.  Among the issues I see on MDC's side are: (1) What limits 
are there on such category codes (symbols per category tag, numbers of 
tags, etc.)? Can the system be set up so that the user enters a less 
crytic command than the actual DOC# which is translated into a search for 
the relevant DOC# code.  Surely there are more.  I am sending this in 
full confidence you and your colleagues will be able to identify them so 
that we can work out the problems.e into the treatise.  [How the user 
makes that move will be the subject of a subsequent memo.] 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: File 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: May 21, 1990 
 
======================================================== 
 
 I spoke with Bill Baker of MDC today to get a clear picture of the 
present chain of command in Dayton. 
 He reported that, from top down, it goes like this: 
 Dave Berger, Vice-President in charge of LGIS (J. Roemer reports to 
him) 
 Eric Brown (who holds Kathryn Downing's former position; I met him 
when he headed the private libraries division of MDC) 
 Bob Glass 
 Sue Alexander 
 Sonny Reisz 
  
 Not in that chain but another key player is the new vice-president 
for strategy and planning, Jacques Caillot (a Belgian) who would have 
interest in the long-term involvement with authors. 



Memorandum                                     June 1, 1990 
To: Sue Alexander 
    Sonny Reisz 
From: Peter Martin 
Subject: Implementation of Decision Issue Codes 
 
=  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = 
       On the assumption that your memo of May 18 represents a green 
light on the coding scheme proposed in my April 27 note, I have 
prepared an implementation of that scheme against the issue matrix 
I showed you in March. If you or your people see any problems with 
it -- catch me quick!!!  I will bring with me to our June 11 meeting 
a sample of Court of Appeals decisions to which the scheme has been 
applied so that our discussion about coding logistics can deal with 
concrete examples. 
 
       The other reason for sharing this listing now is to renew 
the questions about user access to the codes and the functionality 
discussion you will find in my March 14 memorandum.  As that 
memorandum expresses it I foresee the following lists of topics being 
pages of menu available through the treatise.  The user pages to 
the topic list of interest and chooses the topic (which might be 
one satisfied by thousands of documents, e.g., #M010# or only a few, 
e.g., #M593#), selecting the item (say by keying its menu number) 
launches a search in classified decisions for those with the 
corresponding #M---# code.  (If possible, the user should be isolated 
from the # codes.)  If the number exceeds the standard "you have 
a lot of hits" threshold the user would be invited to modify the 
search by date or court or by additional search terms or, when 
possible, by choosing a category that represents finer issue 
resolution -- e.g., #M057# rather than #M050#.  From the menu of 
topics, keying a command different from but related to that which 
launches a search (perhaps, the menu number preceded by an S or T 
(for Topic Summary)) should lexsee one or page one to the topic summary 
in the treatise. There the user will find references to statute, 
regulation, and detailed treatment paragraphs in the treatise, 
ideally available also by way of menu choices (as discussed in my 
memo of May 30) and return to the topic menu should be an easy step 
back. 
 



P.W. Martin --6/8/90 
 
Cases for Initial Coding 
 
 
       Number Status 
Horizontal Coding (chronological) 
 
Supreme Court Decisions: 
         37  Done 
 
Court of Appeals Decisions: 
 
 700 F.2d (dating from 1983)  
        693  Done by 6/22 
 800 F.2d (before Lexis citations) 
         74  Done 
1987 Lexis Cites   
        219  Done by 6/15 
1988 Lexis Cites 
        173  Done by 6/15 
1989 Lexis Cites 
        174  Done by 6/15 
1990 Lexis Cites 
         45 (to date) 
 
Vertical Coding 
 
 E.g., 
 all decisions focusing on requirement that application be filed
         70  Identified 
 all important pain decisions  400  Identified 



Coding Issues 
 
 How feasible is it to code in successive cuts? 
 
 This process contemplates some decisions receiving an initial major 
category code and perhaps principal subcategory codes at one point and 
its full set of codes at a later one. 
 
 How should document code lists be delivered for minimum 
effort/error in the coding process? 
 
 Can I deliver a set of ascii files with thumbprint, F2d cite, and 
set of codes for pre-1987 decisions and LEXIS cite and set of codes for 
decisions dating from 1987 on? 



Navigation Issues 
 
 Movement to decisions 
 
 How soon will the decisions have West page breaks, accessible for 
the star page move? 
 
 Movement to regulation 
 
 How soon will Lexsee to 20 C.F.R. 404.xxx be functional? 
 
 Movement to statute 
 
 Lexstat is unacceptable when the section is 42 U.S.C. 402.  Focus 
doesn't solve the problem; see my E-mail message. 
 Using a search runs into a problem with moving from KWIC to FULL 
display (back to the top of the document) and requires leaving the prior 
search. 
 Best solution is to break the statute sections into pages with 
names that denominate the subunits.  How feasible is that? 
 
The Eclipse Flow of New Decisions 
 
18 days...................73 decisions or 4 decisions per day, on average 
of which a percentage are duplicates -- a secord or third version of a 
decision already identified through the Eclipse search generated by the 
addition of a new reporter cite and perhaps editorial change. 
 
Of the 73, 31 were not appropriate for the collection, 42 were added (27 
#MSDI#, 8 #MSGE#, 2 #MSFA#, and 5 #MSAT#).  These percentages are 
reasonably representative of the whole.  During 1987-88, the breakdown is 
roughly 60% #MSDI#, 22% #MSGE#, 4% #MSFA#, and 13% #MSAT#. 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: Sue Alexander 
    Sonny Reisz 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: June 13, 1990 
 
Subject: Monday's meeting 
 
======================================================== 
 
I believe we covered a good deal of ground, successfully, on Monday. 
 
Here is my outine of points of agreement, action, questions: 
 
I. Coding of Decisions and Other Documents 
 
 The coding scheme that I am implementing which potentially makes 
use of all #M---# codes with the exception of #ML--# is acceptable.  Each 
document type should receive a distinct code so that it can be searched 
either apart from or together with other document types, e.g., in 
addition to the issue tags there will be something like #MSDC# on 
decisions, #MSRL# on rulings, #MSRG# on the regulations and so on.  (This 
realization, at least for the moment, moots the question whether a file 
can be assembled of all #MS**# which we had focused on Monday morning.) 
 
 The combination of horizontal and vertical approaches outlined in 
my meeting paper will continue at this end with the results being stored 
in a database from which I will generate a set of disk files, segregated 
by LEXIS database to the extent possible (using the sheet you furnished 
me on Monday) and setting up the document identifying fields (thumbprint, 
name, date) as well as the # codes in the format you will specify. 
 
 MDC is proceeding to locate and adapt software so that those disk 
files can be used to append the new # codes to existing records -- 
avoiding a manual re-keying.  You will let me know as soon as you have an 
approximate date when you will be ready to receive the first disk files. 
 
II. Use of Codes as Search Tools 
 
 You are looking into ways the # codes can be harnessed by the user 
from a "menu" -- either a menu that appears in LEXIS menu format or a 
menu that is contained in a document (like the guide document) by keying 
a short identifier (one or more than one). 
 
III. Precision Cross Reference Moves to Statute and Regulation 
 
 For the regulation the need is simply to bring 20 C.F.R. into 
LEXSTAT.  I would argue that since it is invisible except to the person 



trying it, there should be no harm in doing 20 C.F.R. first as a test or 
trial or prototype so that that functionality is available to the Martin 
treatise user before the full C.F.R. is completed.  This assumes there is 
no software or system reason for having to release this feature all at 
once. 
 
 For the statute, as my note of yesterday explains, FOCUS will 
provide the tool when combined with editorial effort here if FOCUS is 
made available following a LEXSTAT.  You need to check on whether and 
when that will be true. 
 
IV.  Treatise Paragraphs and Navigation Tools 
 
 The functionality of having lists of references to decisions that 
can execute LEXSEE moves to them upon choice from a menu (the Shepard's 
move) should be available.  The questions we dicussed that need to be 
pursued to resolution are: 
 Is there any limitation in the software that limits such menu 
accessed cross reference moves to LEXSEE? (Some of the navigation aids 
and all of the treatise topic paragraphs will have LEXSTAT moves to 
statute and regulation.) 
 Is there any limitation in the software that bears on the question 
of whether a treatise paragraph with references that are menu-accessible 
is displayed as a single item (text plus references) or as two items 
(text and menu display of references being separate with the latter 
available by keying a command while looking at the first)? 
 
 By the end of this month I'll furnish you a few mock-ups of 
treatise topic paragraphs and navigation aids that can be used as we move 
past the above general questions to a precise plan for implementation. 
 
V.  New Database Structure 
 
 As you recall Dave Spencer indicated all the new segments were 
searchable and expressed the belief that the #ON-LEXIS segment was not an 
empty one.  Since it is invisible to the user I cannot be sure, but all 
the tests I have run suggest that it is, at the moment, an empty field 
and therefore useless to me.  Am I wrong with the information being 
entered in some distinct format so as to block chance hits, as I observe 
to be the case of the new #SOURCE segment where the entry "slip opinion" 
is rendered "#slip opinion#"?  Would you check on the present situation 
and the plans for this segment for me? 
 
VII. Treatise Unit Designations 
 
 The treatise needs to be navigable to and around using LEXSEE.  We 
agreed that you would send me information on the limits on LEXSEE 
citations so that I can work within those constraints in naming units of 
the treatise.  In similar fashion I need to know what limits, if any, 
apply to the naming of pages that can be the subject of p* moves. 
 
VIII. Windows Session Manager 
 



 I need a current version of the Windows Session manager.  I would 
also appreciate knowing when it has been certified for Windows 3.0. 
 
 The principal limitation of the version displayed on Monday in 
relation to my project lies in its failure to bring the same level of 
smoothness to the p* move when the page reference is displayed in text on 
the screen as it does to LEXSEE and LEXSTAT moves using case or statute 
references displayed on the screen. 
 
 We also talked about its failure to exploit the display and scroll 
capability that, properly taken advantage of, should allow breaking out 
of the 80 x 23 peek hole on text that character-based displays provide. 
(I am writing this memo using a Windows word processing application that 
with a VGA display shows me a very readable 32 lines of text in the 
default font size.eparate with the latter available by keying a command 
while looking at the first)? 
 



Memorandum 
 
To: Sonny Reisz 
From: Peter Martin 
Date: August 17 
================================================================= 
 Since E-mail can't carry my hand annotations, I am sending these 
by FAX.  I have used GUIDE to create a front end mockup, from which 
these screens are taken.  That mockup can demonstrate the point and 
click or block, pull menu, and click moves these menus should have 
when accessed with the Windows Session Manager.  At some early point, 
it might be useful to collect and appropriate MDC people around this 
mockup to discuss which of the moves I envision can and which can't 
be done and the pro's and con's of various options (e.g., separate 
pages within one document versus multiple documents). 
 
 I'll respond to your menu questions shortly.  I do, though, 
have a first point that is an old one, relating back to our meeting 
last February in Ithaca.  You will recall I worried about the 
potential confusion between your "Social Security" materials and 
mine.  While you did, in response to that concern, change the name 
of your library to Public Health and Welfare, you still call your 
full collection of cases "Soc Sec".  I don't see anywhere an 
explanation of the full scope of that collection, that it covers 
many, many programs that people do not associate with the phrase 
Social Security.  There needs to be either a different name for your 
collection or top level description explaining its expansive 
coverage, preferably both.  In other words I don't think that the 
presence of my name and the word "selected" are sufficient indication 
at the first point of access of the difference in coverage.  No book 
I know of that carries the title "Social Security" covers the range 
of programs in your cases collection.  The most widely accepted 
phrase outside of government is "Public Benefits". 
   



 P.W. Martin   
 MDC Meeting   
 Sept.19, 1990 
 
 
 USER FRONT END TO SOCIAL SECURITY 
 ISSUE CODES 
 
 
 I remain confused about how the various devices available online 
will fit together to furnish the user interface to my case 
classifications that we have talked about.  I inferred from the 
meeting in June, surrounding conversations and memos, and your 
September request that I furnish material for a descriptor page for 
a single PMSSCA file that the # codes would not be used to set up 
denominated files but that search proxies (like "G1A") launched from 
menus on documents within the PMSSCA file ("Guide documents") would 
do the work.  That notion was clearly reflected in the menus starting 
out "Table of Litigated Issues" that I sent you on August 17.  The 
notion was that selection of the PMSSCA file would automatically 
call up a stack of guide documents reflecting the issues and 
explaining them and furnishing the link, through a LEXSEE, to the 
treatise. 
 
 The menus you sent back on August 29 show the issue codes set 
up as files.  I surmise, perhaps erroneously, from that that the 
only way to furnish selection from a menu using a # code proxy is 
through the file rubric. 
 
 Because these decisions should not go public without a suitable 
front end, I view it as critical that we reach a complete understanding 
about how that will be done.  I hope our meeting can nail down a 
complete path from selection of PMSSCA off the file menu, to table 
of issues, to a screen or screens explaining the scope of an issue, 
to further assistance on "and" combinations of issue codes or issue 
code and word search. 
 
 To assist the discussions, I have set out in the following pages 
my own set of minimum requirements, my understanding (no doubt faulty) 
about the available devices, and a possible division of labor.  Since 
the latter rests on the inference I have drawn from your redoing 
my menus as files that is a key point of potential misunderstanding 
to tackle first. 



I. FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
 A. The entry point to the front end should be selection of the 
file or files represented by this set of coded decisions. 
 
 B. From the very start, the front end should project the 
differentness of this collection by looking and feeling different 
(both by being more explicit about what it is and how it is used 
and by mere format). 
 
 C. The user must be able to navigate to the set of documents 
relevant to his inquiry by choosing from menus or following detailed 
prompts right to the outer limits made possible by the coding scheme 
 1. The user who is operating with the Windows Session Manager 

should be able to select coded documents (and subsets of coded 
documents, e.g., those coded both #MA10# and #ME10# or those 
coded #MA10# and containing the phrase "application form" or 
those coded both #MP81# and #MP71# from the Southern District 
of New York) by pointing and clicking or blocking and selecting 
"TRANSMIT" 

 2. The user without the Windows Session Manager should be able 
to selected coded documents and subsets of them by entering 
character strings displayed in full on the screen 

 
 D. The user should be told, in advance, the consequences of 
taking a step (numbers of documents) and also told of alternatives 
to a simple classification retrieval, alternatives that might expand 
or contract the inquiry  
 
 E. The frame of menus and explanations needs to be flexible, 
readily accommodating the changes that will occur as the collection 
grows and as new resources are linked (treatise text and references, 
rulings and references, statute subsection links, regulation links) 
 
 F. The online structure must be set up so that the ultimate 
transition to CD-ROM or other local storage form and the transition 
to the New Generation System won't require major recasting. 



II. THE TOOLS - STRENGTHS, LIMITS, QUESTIONS 
 
 A. FILE STRUCTURE 
 
 The "file" menu structure, with and without dynamic file 
selection, offers a set of user choice and explanation devices 
 
 1. This structure can be used to implement user selection of 

a category by key or point and click off a menu 
 2. The explanation structure does not contemplate and therefore 

does not accommodate extensive explanations 
 3. Dynamic file selection allows the "or" combination of codes 

(Unfortunately, with this material there are relatively few 
situations where that would be useful that have not been 
anticipated by alternative broader codes.) 

 4. Far more important with this material is the "and" combination 
of codes (e.g., all documents coded both #MA10# and #MDSI#) 

-Does the file menu structure facilitate "and" combinations or will 
that, working through files, require exposing the user 
to the # codes -- i.e., search for the word "#MDSI#" within 
the file defined by #MA10#? 

 5. The file menu structure may be more difficult to amend than, 
say, a document because of how it is maintained both 
programmatically and organizationally 

-Is that true? 
 6. Paging through the file names and descriptor pages is 

straightforward, executed either by naming the relevant page 
or browsing forward and back. 

 
B. GUIDE DOCUMENTS 
 
 The concept of a "GUIDE" document (or documents) for a file 
offers great flexibility but may not implement a proxy for the # 
codes 
 
 1. This structure can be used to implement user selection of 

a category by key or point and click off a menu but unless I 
am mistaken (I hope I am.) any selection of classification codes 
at this point would require the user to be exposed to the codes 
(i.e., the Guide page would show the user the character string 
"#MA10#" and user should either key and transmit it or point 
and click) 

 2. The explanation structure allows as extensive an explanation 
as one might desire for any category, with multiple documents, 
pagination within documents, browse and "p*" moves as the means 
of setting up layers 

 3. The full array of search options -- "or," "and," "w/n" and 
combinations of classification codes can be mapped out for user 
input by key and transmit or block and transmit. 

-Is there any way to take menu choices like "D1A" or even "D1A and 
diabetes" or "D1A and G1A" and translate them into the 
relevant # codes without showing the codes to the user, 
or is that capability tied to the "file" construct? 

 4. A guide document is more easily amended to reflect a change 



in the number of cases that will be retrieved by a particular 
search or to show new links than are file menus, because of 
how it is maintained programmatically and organizationally 

-Is that true? 
-Can the guide document be amended directly by the author? 
-How much consistency of format and terminology is required of guide 

documents?  Could the same functionality be furnished by 
a document or documents named "table" or "menu" or 
"overview" placed in the relevant files? 

 5. Paging through guide material can be handled by a combination 
of page designations within one guide document and sequencing 
a stack of guide documents 

 6. The user must know to ask for the guide document when entering 
the file to which it relates 

-Can a guide document be made to "auto display" when the user enters 
a file? 

 
C. SHEPARD'S FUNCTIONALITY 
 
 The "Shepard's" functionality allows a document to be a menu 
of choices 
 1. This functionality, when applied to lists of case citations 

furnished by Shepard's, is limited to the "LEXSEE" move 
-Can it be set up to launch other actions, in particularly, a search? 

(The move is clearly a "LEXSEE" plus for it takes the user 
to the first instance of citation within the citing case 
displayed in KWIC.) 

 2. A move from a document (or descriptor page) explaining a 
classification of cases to a treatise overview section with 
references itself to statute, regulation, key decisions, 
rulings and other online resources would be a "LEXSEE" move, 
potentially followed by more "LEXSEE" or "LEXSTAT" moves 

-Is there any problem in providing this "Shepard's functionality" 
from the platform of a guide document? 

-What about from a descriptor page? 



III. A TENTATIVE DIVISION OF LABOR 
 
 Making very conservative guesses about the answers to the 
questions posed above in connection with the various devices, I reach 
the following division of labor among: file menus with descriptor 
pages, guide documents, and Shepard's functionality -- 
 
 FILE MENUS AND DESCRIPTOR PAGES - Use menus to lay out issue 
categories with one descriptor page for each file which outlines 
the scope of issue, its relationship to alternative issue files, 
and subcategories, inviting the user to select the file and review 
the file guide for further information about searches that would 
narrow its scope, including searches making use of other category 
codes. 
 
 GUIDE DOCUMENTS - Have a Guide Document, perhaps named, instead, 
"Issue Overview," that is automatically retrieved and displayed when 
the user selects a file.  This document should contain more detailed 
explanation about the issue scope and number of documents within 
the file and offer preformulated searches for retrieving all 
documents within the file as well as any major subcategories, plus 
guidance on constraining by circuit court of appeals.  This document 
should also contain a LEXSEE reference to the corresponding overview 
section of the treatise. 
 
 TREATISE OVERVIEW SECTION - For each issue category there should 
be a reference into the treatise at the overview level.  The 
referenced treatise section should furnish references to statute, 
regulation, more detailed treatise sections.  Here, as in all 
treatise sections, the references should, to the extent possible, 
be set up as executable menu choices making use of the "Shepard's 
functionality" to launch LEXSEEs or LEXSTATs as appropriate. 



MDC Meeting -- September 19, 1990 
 
ITEM: Getting # codes attached to a useful collection of Social Security 
decisions 
STATUS: Codes will be placed on the decisions in my first shipments that 
lie within the 2624 database (Court of Appeals, 19xx) within two to four 
weeks.  Thereafter additional database chunks can be dealt with more more 
smoothly, the process having been worked through.  
ISSUES: How long will it take to attach # codes to the decisions I have 
already submitted?  What sort of turn around is possible on future 
retrospective shipments?  Since the coding process involves downloading 
entire database chunks, should I alter the coding sequence? [We didn't 
get to this question in discussions.  The programmers said their was no 
problem in repeating the process on successive cuts through a database.  
I assured that I would not be sending new and redundant # codes for 
individual documents.  But the question of the most efficient flow of 
codes and the consequences of returns to large databases to code small 
sets of decisions was not reached.] 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: As I explained to Sue and Sonny, the file should not 
be released unless I contains codes on the following decisions: all 
Supreme Court decisions, all Court of Appeals decisions back through 1983 
plus all pre-1983 decisions on family benefit issues, attorneys fee 
issues, and the more important general program or administrative law 
questions, like administrative res judicata, all district court decisions 
back through 1987 plus all pre-1987 decisions on the same issues noted 
above in connection with the Court of Appeals. 
MY TASKS: I have sent codes on all of the decisions noted above except 
district court back through 1987 and some of the general issues vertical 
slices.  I will be in a position to ship the remaining codes by mid 
October. 
ITEM: Getting # codes attached to current decisions and sustaining that 
process in timely and current fashion 
STATUS: I have all 1990 court of appeals and district court decisions 
coded and am staying current, coding each week what my ECLIPLSE search 
for the prior week yields 
ISSUES: When should I send 1990 decisions to date? [That should occur 
when two criteria are satisfied:(1) the path on coding the documents I 
identified is proven and short; and (2) the system is in place that will 
maintain current cases so that future weekly updates from me will enter a 
funcioning system.] How will the weekly updates from me be handled?  With 
what turn around and using what process, most importantly, manually or 
programmatically?  [I told Sonny how frightened I was of a maintenance 
process that relied on manual input of code lists furnished by me.  I was 
informed that BDS makes possible a programmatic addition of codes to 
identified documents.]  Will prompt application of # codes and adjustment 
of my ECLIPSE search to screen previously coded decisions save me the 
considerable current investment in managing duplicates? [In theory it 
should.  The only way to find out is in practice, since I experienced far 
more change in document numbers than anyone I've spoken with tells me 
should happen.  No one I've spoken with knows what happens to codes on 
version 1 of a decision with one document number when it is replaced by 
version 2 with a new document number.] 



RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: All of these matters need to be reliably resolved 
and implemented well in advance of release.  It is unclear whether that 
is possible before mid-November. 
MY TASKS: I am ready to furnish the 1990 codes in full retrospective 
shipment immediately and to follow that will weekely updates. 
ITEM: Enabling user access of # codes for "and", "or", or "not" searches 
STATUS: As noted in my September 18 paper, the File construct does not 
permit these combinations and for MDC reasons involves far too much 
rigidity and maintenance.  The workable options are direct, open air, use 
of the # codes and placement of # code proxies or equivalents in the 
documents.  The former could be implemented as soon as the codes are in 
the documents.  The resource and time implications of the second approach 
are unknown. 
ISSUES: What are the functionality and time and other costs of placing a 
proxy between the user and the # codes?   
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: Unclear whether the proxy approach is feasible in 
this time frame. 
MY TASKS: I need to think clearly about the respective costs and benefits 
of these two approaches.  In particular, I need to understand better than 
I do the  flexibility and logistical costs of redundant issue codes that 
are more attractive and expressive of the issue outline, but lacking in 
wild card character search options. 
ITEM: Menuing and explanation 
STATUS: 
ISSUES: 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
ITEM: Testing, training, preparation for release 
STATUS: 
ISSUES: 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
ITEM: Shepard's functionality for treatise references to treatise, 
statute, regulation, decisions, etc. 
STATUS: 
ISSUES:  
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
ITEM: LEXSTAT to 20 C.F.R. 
STATUS: 
ISSUES: 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
ITEM: FOCUS following a LEXSTAT or LEXSEE 
STATUS: 
ISSUES: 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
ITEM: Division structure of treatise 
STATUS: 
ISSUES: 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
ITEM: Placing Social Security Rulings within the issue matrix 



STATUS: 
ISSUES: 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: 
MY TASKS: 
Stack of documents 
 Equivalence table with separate documents makes it possible to name 
a document G# or TI -- but answer appears to be not possible 
One document with multiple pages 
 
Can a page include a hyphen (yes in terms of online p*move software) 
 Windows session manager subissue -- Is this another word parsing 
problem for the point and click function in Windows session manager 
ADF= Automatic display format 
 Since most users would want to add date, court, issue or word 
search constraints to simple category codes, ADF should operate for the 
Guide document file but not the searches launched from them 
Any search launched from a guide document into the case file will require 
a change file command in the string, such as ".cf;G1-A" 
Relationship of guide document file in PMSCCA to that in Guide library 
 Because these Guide documents will contain preformulated searches 
which will work only from within the PMSCCA file (??) they should not 
appear in the Guide library, but be represented there by a short overview 
description of PMSCCA. 



 Peter W. Martin 
 
MDC Meeting -- September 19, 1990 
 
I. ITEM: Getting # codes attached to an up-to-date core collection 
of Social Security decisions 
 
STATUS: Codes will be placed on the decisions in my first shipments 

that lie within the 2624 database (Court of Appeals, 1985-86) 
within two to four weeks.  Thereafter additional database chunks 
can be dealt with more rapidly, the process having been worked 
through.  

 
ISSUES:  
* How long will it take to attach # codes to the decisions I have 

already submitted?   
* What sort of turn around is possible on my future retrospective 

shipments through next month and beyond?   
* Since the coding process involves downloading entire database 

chunks, should I alter the coding sequence? [We didn't get to 
this question in Wednesday's discussions.  The programmers said 
there was no problem in repeating the process on successive cuts 
through a database.  I assured them that I would not be sending 
new and redundant # codes for individual documents.  But the 
question of the most efficient flow of codes and the consequences 
of repeatedly returning to large databases to code small sets 
of decisions were not reached.] 

 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: As I explained to Sue and Sonny, the file should 
not be released unless it contains codes on the following Social 
Security decision sets: (1) all Supreme Court decisions, (2) all Court 
of Appeals decisions back through 1983 plus (3) all pre-1983 decisions 
on family benefit issues, (4) attorneys fee issues, and (5) the more 
important general program or administrative law questions such as 
administrative res judicata, (6) all district court decisions back 
through 1987 plus (7) all pre-1987 decisions on the same issues noted 
above in connection with the Court of Appeals. 
 
FOR MARTIN TO DO: I have sent codes on all of the decisions noted 

above except district court back through 1987 and some of the 
general issue vertical slices.  I will be in a position to ship 
the remaining codes by mid October. 

 
II. ITEM: Getting # codes attached to current decisions and sustaining 
that process in an uninterrupted and timely fashion 
 
STATUS: I have all 1990 court of appeals and district court decisions 

coded and am staying current, coding each week what my ECLIPSE 
search for the prior week yields, but none of these decision 
have been sent to MDC because the coding process has not yet 
begun to function. 

 
ISSUES:  
* When should I send the block of 1990 decisions to date? 



[That should occur when two criteria are satisfied:(1) the path on 
coding the documents for which I send codes is proven and short; 
and (2) a reliable system is in place that will maintain current 
cases so that ongoing weekly updates from me will promptly be 
entered.]  

* How will the weekly updates from me be handled?  With what turn 
around and using what process?  Most importantly, will it be 
done manually or programmatically?  [I told Sonny how frightened 
I was of a maintenance process that relied on manual input of 
code lists furnished by me.  I don't trust myself or my assistants 
to enter the codes manually here and have even greater concern 
about copying being done by people for whom #MM10# and #MN10# 
are meaningless.  I was informed that BDS makes possible a 
programmatic addition of codes to identified documents.]   

* Will prompt application of # codes and adjustment of my ECLIPSE 
search to screen previously coded decisions save me the 
considerable current investment in managing duplicates? [In 
theory it should.  The only way to find out is in practice, since 
I have experienced far more change in document numbers than anyone 
I've spoken with at MDC believes should happen.  No one I've 
spoken with at MDC knows what happens to codes on version 1 of 
a decision possessing one document number when it is replaced 
by version 2 possessing a new document number.] 

 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: All of these matters need to be resolved reliably 
and implemented well in advance of release.  It is unclear whether 
that is possible before mid-November. 
 
FOR MARTIN TO DO: I am ready to furnish the 1990 codes in full 

retrospective shipment immediately and to follow that will weekly 
updates. 

 
III. ITEM: Enabling user access of # codes for "and", "or", or "not" 
searches 
 
STATUS: As noted in my September 18 paper, the file construct does 

not permit these combinations.  I learned at Wednesday's meeting 
that making files of the classifications has severe problems 
on MDC's side as well, because of how customers are given access 
to different sets of files.  The two workable options are: (1) 
direct, above ground, use of the # codes [The user is told to 
enter or point and click on #MA10#.] or (2) placement of # code 
proxies or equivalents in the documents [The user is told to 
enter or point and click on a character string like G1A or G1B 
instead of the # codes.].  The former could be implemented as 
soon as the codes are in the documents.  The resource and time 
implications of the second approach are unknown. 

 



ISSUES:  
* What are the functionality, time, and other costs of placing a proxy 

between the user and the # codes?   
 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: Unclear whether the proxy approach is feasible 
in this time frame. 
 
FOR MARTIN TO DO: I need to think clearly about the respective costs 

and benefits of these two approaches.  In particular, I need 
to understand better than I do the  flexibility and logistical 
costs of redundant issue codes that are more attractive and 
expressive of the issue outline, but lacking in wild card 
character search options. 

 
IV. ITEM: Menuing and explanation of the classification system 
 
STATUS: The guide structure is available, flexible, and easy to feed 

copy into.  My material can be submitted as Wordperfect 5.1 
files.  The material I have prepared to show mock up issue tables 
and associated explanations can readily be adapted to a stack 
of guide documents.  I was assured Wednesday of the following 
functionality: (1) the user selecting PMSSCA can be brought 
directly into the appropriate guide file [user need not ask for 
guide file, but this happens automatically], (2) the document 
stack can "auto display," (3) the first document can be a table 
of contents with an explanation of how one can go straight to 
searching if one doesn't want to use the classification scheme, 
but also an indication that in virtually all cases one is better 
off using at least one of the major categories so that the word 
search is limited to disability cases or family benefit cases 
or attorneys fees cases, as appropriate, rather than all Social 
Security cases, (4) the explanation of how to use the codes can 
include full scripts, which must (because the guide documents 
are in a separate file) begin with a ".cf;", and (5) since these 
scripts will not work except from the PMSSCA guide file, these 
guide documents should not appear in the guide library but have 
a stand-in there which simply explains the scope and 
functionality of PMSSCA and directs the user to go there for 
further guidance, (5) the browse software accepts only numbers 
which correlate to document sequence so the navigation choice 
is between "p*" moves within one document where the referenced 
units can have any sort of denomination and "document to document" 
moves making use of numbers. 

 



ISSUES:  
* What combination of separation into documents and pagination within 

single documents should be used to set up these navigation aids? 
* How can I access a test version of this guide file to explore its 

functionality? [I was first told Wednesday that within a week 
after I furnish a Wordperfect file of my guide documents, a 
working file could be available for my exploration.  In my 
closing session with Sue, she expressed serious doubt that I 
could access such a file from Ithaca.] 

 
RELEASE IN NOVEMBER: The only snag on this path has to do with ITEM 
III above and the uncertainty about the coding process.  The guide 
documents accompanying the coded decisions will explain how to access 
the classification scheme and until that mechanism is established 
the guides will remain incomplete and non-functional.  The guides 
will also tell the user, in advance, approximately how many decisions 
will be retrieved with a given code used by itself (50 or 1000).  
That information will have to be represented by a blank until the 
last minute.  However, I was assured that the turn around in loading 
new guide copy is very swift so that adjustments can be made days 
before release. 
 
FOR MARTIN TO DO: I should prepare a first draft of the guide documents 

by the end of this month for testing and stand prepared to revise 
these documents down to the last minute before release. 

 
V. OTHER CRITICAL ITEMS REMAINING UNRESOLVED:  
* Testing, training, preparation for release 
* Planning for addition of treatise alongside the classified decisions 
* Exploration of marketing database and treatise by separate 
subscription (like government contracts) 
* LEXSTAT to 20 C.F.R. 
* FOCUS following a LEXSTAT or LEXSEE (necessary for precision move 
to Social Security Act subsection) 
* Shepard's functionality for treatise references to treatise 
paragraph, statute subsection, regulation section, individual key 
decisions, etc. 
* Division structure and nomenclature of treatise (consistent with 
constraints of LEXSEE and portable to other versions as may be created 
of the treatise, e.g., CD-ROM) 
* Timetable for placing other Martin-prepared material into the 
collection, alongside treatise and coded decisions -- e.g., coding 
and obsolescence tagging of Social Security Rulings, database of 
journal articles and A.L.R. annotations linked to issue categories 
with LEXSEEs to both annotations and those articles that are available 
on line, database of A.L.J. reversal rates by name and location 



NOTES: 
Stack of documents 
 
 Equivalence table with separate documents makes it possible to 
name a document G# or TI -- but answer appears to be not possible 
One document with multiple pages 
 
Can a page include a hyphen (yes in terms of online p*move software) 
 Windows session manager subissue -- Is this another word parsing 
problem for the point and click function in Windows session manager 
ADF= Automatic display format 
 Since most users would want to add date, court, issue or word 
search constraints to simple category codes, ADF should operate for 
the Guide document file but not the searches launched from them 
Any search launched from a guide document into the case file will 
require a change file command in the string, such as ".cf;G1-A" 
Relationship of guide document file in PMSCCA to that in Guide library 
 Because these Guide documents will contain preformulated 
searches which will work only from within the PMSCCA file (??) they 
should not appear in the Guide library, but be represented there by 
a short overview description of PMSCCA. 



 MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:Eric Brown, Sue Alexander, Sonny Reisz 
 
FROM:Peter Martin 
 
SUBJECT:What Needs to Be Done by Whom   DATE:September 21, 1990 
 
================================================================= 
 
Attached is my summary of where things stand following Wednesday's 
meetings in Dayton. 
 
Let me focus on the November release bottom line.  For all kinds 
of reasons I shall be deeply upset if, together, we can't get a 
functional collection of classified decisions with guide up for 
release by November 17.  That is the latest of the release dates 
we discussed last March when the shift from CD-ROM to online for 
first publication was agreed to.  I am growing more and more 
embarrassed at being vaporware.  My quarterly reports to NCAIR over 
the past two years point toward tangible results that, time and again, 
have been slipped, altered, or cancelled by MDC action or inaction. 
 This January I am scheduled to make presentations on my work before 
two different sections of the AALS (Law and Computers and Law Library) 
-- in the former case with demo.  With a November release that offers 
great exposure; with a February release it means waiving my hands 
about what is to come once too often.  (I shall be in that posture 
with the Boston Computer Society on October 17 -- an invitation I 
accepted when I believed a November release was firm and that some 
preview might be possible.) 
 
In my last conversation with Sue, I heard concerns about adequate 
time to bring sales reps and other MDC people into an understanding 
of this new collection and new functionality.  I appreciate those 
problems.  On the other hand, upon reflection, my attention is solely 
on the question: Can a good up-to-date core collection with 
classification codes together with a companion guide document written 
by me be in place by November 17?  If so, let's not let these other 
matters hold us back.  We need a plan for training, marketing, and 
the rest; but the main push on that front should await a combination 
of treatise with selected decisions and a clearer schedule for 
achieving the full set of tools than we now have.  Meanwhile, we 
should not hold release of a useable collection hostage, if that 
is achievable.  A low profile functioning collection will allow us 
to get reaction from a short list of important individuals or offices 
I can identify and work with. 
 



 MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:Eric Brown, Sue Alexander, Sonny Reisz 
 
FROM:Peter Martin 
 
SUBJECT:Follow-Up                        DATE:September 27, 1990 
 
================================================================= 
 
I am continuing work as outlined in our discussions and my memorandum 
of last week. 
 
My immediate aim reflected in the memorandum (ITEM V) is to prepare 
a draft set of GUIDE documents for the classified decisions that 
can be loaded and tested soon.  I attach a sample that reflects my 
current approach.  Would you, Sonny, forward a copy to William Fister 
and ask him to call me after he has skimmed it.  I have a few questions 
of format that I could not find apparent answers to in the 
documentation he furnished me last week. 
 
Because of severe doubts about the cost, in time and effort, of adding 
new, more attractive codes, I have assumed direct use of the # codes 
in building these documents (ITEM III).  That approach, combined 
with my # code scheme, allows issue grouping with use of the "*", 
functionality that I find attractive and have incorporated at places 
in these documents.  See, e.g., Proof of Death (GUIDE document 2). 
 [I have experimented and determined that the # codes permit of such 
searches, just like any other "word".] 
 
Classification of the recent district court decisions is proceeding 
at a comfortable pace so I remain comfortable with my side of ITEM 
I and ITEM II. 



 
         October 16, 1990 
 
 
Mr. Bernard G. Reisz 
Mead Data Central 
9393 Springboro Pike 
Post Office Box 933 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
 
Dear Sonny: 
 
Here is what I've been able to do this afternoon.  The enclosed disk 
has files set up precisely as we discussed earlier today.  Each 
document is represented by four fields, set off by CR/LF.  In other 
words, there are four lines per record: 1)thumbprint, 2) codes, 
3)Lexis name, 4)cite with Lexis cite coming first where there is 
one.  The second line of each record, the one holding the new codes 
for the new segment, is marked by @ at each end.   
The new codes include major category codes: SSGEN, SSDIS, SSFAM, 
and SSATT, and the issue codes that consist of one alpha followed 
by a three digit number (e.g., E800, F120). 
 
The Supreme Court decision codes are in a single file, named 
supct.mdc.  The balance of the codes are for U.S. Court of Appeals 
decisions.  I have tried my best to divide them along your database 
lines, placing them in files named to reflect which database they 
relate to, e.g., A2646.MDC relates to database 2646. 
 
I trust it will be possible as the programmers indicated on the 22nd 
for them to log which, if any, of these records do not find a match 
in the database and that that sort of audit of the process is not 
something I'll have to do on this end.  I have enough to do without 
having to check to determine which of the cases on which I've sent 
information have been coded.   
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
       Peter W. Martin 



 
 
 
 
         October 26, 1990 
 
 
Mr. Bernard G. Reisz 
Mead Data Central 
9393 Springboro Pike 
Post Office Box 933 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
 
Dear Sonny: 
 
Here is the next batch of codes, encouraged by seeing the codes working 
today.  The enclosed disk has files set up just like the prior 
shipment.  Each document is represented by four fields, set off by 
CR/LF.  In other words, there are four lines per record: 
1)thumbprint, 2) codes, 3)Lexis name, 4)cite with Lexis cite coming 
first where there is one.  The second line of each record, the one 
holding the new codes for the new segment, is marked by @ at each 
end.   
 
There are two files on the disk.  As before they are named in relation 
to your database numbers.  The 1990 District Court decisions are, 
I understand, in 2656; the 1990 Court of Appeals, 2652.  The B on 
the latter file distinguishes this file from the prior one I sent 
you with codes for 1989 Court of Appeals decisions in the same 
database. 
 
In order, you will next be getting from me -- 1989 District Court 
decisions, 1988 District Court decisions and then a shipment of 
important issues that will cut across a number of earlier databases, 
Court of Appeals and District Court. 
 
As soon as the TABLE documents are up and I have a chance to experiment 
with them, more of them will follow too. 
 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
       Peter W. Martin 



Meeting at MDC -- Dec. 1 
========================== 
1. Dates 
 Social Security Rulings -- should be up in a database for review on 
January 15 and released as part of the labor library on February 17. 
 Online Social Security Umbrella library -- April 
 Software platform development -- May 1, mirror image of CD-Rom 
ready, June 11 the alpha version of the CD-ROM, July 27 the Beta version 
and September the final version. 
 Data -- End of summer decisions proofed and paginated 
 In other words, as things presently line up the software platform 
schedule is running ahead of the decision data. 
 The combined schedule points toward a November product release 
date, with a true beta version (software and data) out in September. 
 What is the cut off date for new/revised data -- 
statutes, regulations, rulings, and decisions?  Bill and I tentatively 
set that as October 15. 
 Merck medical manual.  Bill will continue the effort to negotiate 
but MDC does not have the capacity to build that database during 1990, so 
it is contemplated that it would be added to the product at the next 
stage. 
2. Formatting of the Social Security Rulings. 
 Sonny Reisz showed me his mark up of the Social Security Rulings 
and I reacted strongly to its confusing mixture of agency and judicial 
decision identifying data.  I urged him to have the number, cite and date 
segments hold that information for the document as ruling -- with the 
name, cite, court, docket number, and date of judicial decisions 
excerpted as rulings set out in one or more other segments.  I indicated 
I thought it acceptable to include all that information formatted as the 
agency had it printed in the same segment he had holding the 
agency's identification of statute and regulation sections.  That is 
the segment Sonny has denominated "headnotes". We agreed that it 
was important that the key decision identifiers ought to be consistently 
placed but not put in a field that would create a hit if someone did a 
segment search for the decision. 
3. Umbrella On-Line Library 
 Sonny reported that he may have to include all of 42 U.S.C. (or 
perhaps only all from 301 on) and that he might not be able to include 
only those portions of the I.R.C. that relate to Social Security and that 
similar constraints would operate with C.F.R. so that it will be all or 
nothing with 20 C.F.R. and other titles.  I reviewed with him the range 
of possible topics for inclusion -- AFDC, SSI, RR benefits, ERISA, 
Medicaid, Medicare, UI.  I pointed out the need for parallel tax 
provisions (SECA, FICA, and FUTA), the need for state statutes and 
decisions (AFDC, SSI, Medicaid) and the balance between comprehensiveness 
and focus that the library should offer at the outset. I also stressed 
the non-traditional markets for this information using Barry Strom's 
Medicaid manual as an example. 
4. Decisions 
 According to Bill's records, with the three disks heÜj      Ü 
delivered at the meeting I should have all the requested decisions -- 
with the exception of some 51 that have been requested from Linda Doll's 
group. (See Bill's memo to Linda of December 1)  I promised him that I 



would report back to him before the end of this next week (before Friday, 
Dec. 8) whether his inventory and mine coincide. 
 Bill's schedule shows me delivering my definitive list of decisions 
for segregation in the special database and "scanning" by Gary Pollard's 
group in preparation for proofing and pagination by January 10.   My 
meeting with Joe M? and Bill over lunch reopened the complexities of keep 
my records and the two versions of MDC's decision documents (original 
online and new database) linked.  There seems to be serious confusion 
about whether the new database can use the old thumbprint number as 
the unique linking identifier (Joe believing that it will automatically 
acquire a new one as it is loaded).  That problem could be got around 
simply by include an additional field in the new database for the old 
thumbprint, but Joe also believes that the old document will get a new 
thumbprint when it is proofed and paginated.  That is contrary to what 
Bill had previously been told when I raised the issue with him earlier 
this summer.  We left it that Bill would double check on the latter 
point, but that I would include an additional field in my database to 
hold the Martin Social Security Document number.  That number 
should correspond to the DOS file name (without extension) of 
the decision which will allow me to link my Notebook II database to my 
decisions database as well as provide the ultimate insurance that the 
versions of MDC's documents can be linked and that my value added 
material can in the end be linked to full-text decisions as proofed and 
paginated.  The way to do this, I believe, is to break down the cases 
database into subparts -- with newslip, for example, being printed out in 
ascii and then merging in the filename data with that being matched 
by thumbprint. 
 Bill is going to check on what portion of F.Supp. and 
F.2d decisions (since 1987? or later) have already been proofed 
and paginated against the West publications so that they can be used by 
Jon Boring as is.  The point is that Boring will want fairly soon some 
typical material of the several types to try out the parser/linker on and 
that the software platform alpha in June will want a healthy slug of 
decision data.  I pointed out that the latter should be able to include 
the slip opinions since they will not be proofed against West (same for 
the Lexis Cite only District Court opinions). 
5. Jumpcite Formatting 
 In an earlier message I had urged that the default desplay mode 
show the decision as printed with the linked Lexis jumpcite being 
accessible through a button click and executable through a second button 
click.  My point was mainly one of visual clutter.  Bill stressed the 
political difficulty that posed at MDC.  In our discussion I hit upon a 
solution that met his political point and has great attraction.  The 
proposal is that an embedded case cite that is executable on disk display 
something like:  Smith v. Heckler,(+) (E.D. Pa. 1987).  The "(+)" or 
equivalent symbol,Üj      Ü 
consistently employed would signify a replacement button with the full 
set of citations from the printed version plus Lexis Cite reference 
button popping up when clicked.  The great advantage of this approach is 
that it removes the address of the decision from view so that it does not 
distract the eye, take up space etc.  It also become a signal that the 
cited decision is available on the disk.  (Although once all decisions 
acquire Lexis cites that might no longer be the case.)  The further 
points I made with Bill were that when copied or printed the citation 



[and footnote] replacement buttons in the text portion should 
automatically open.  (It would be too tedious to have to click all items 
in a string of citations open.) 
6. Marketing 
 I met Patty Wolf, Manager of Market Planning-Technical, 
LGIS, 513-885-1811, who will be in charge of marketing for the 
project.  We discussed strategy and different markets.  I should 
send her the information on the annual NOSSCR meeting and any 
other information or leads that come my way. 



Memorandum 
 
To: Sonny Reisz 
From: Peter W. Martin 
Subject: Editorial Changes in Initial TABLE Documents Dealing With 
Copyright Notice and Other Issues 
=================================================================
Attached is a revision of my first TABLE document that attempts to 
deal with the concerns represented in the suggested revisions you 
sent me.  It also includes other changes. 
 
Because of the limited display space, I am eager to avoid repeating 
information that the reasonable user can take from the automatically 
displayed first screen. 
 
The user should know what is free, but for connect time charges, 
and what is subject to standard LEXIS tariffs, but that should not 
require the message "ONLY CONNECT TIME CHARGES..." on every screen 
with the qualifying line "USE OF .CF ..." on those containing a 
preformulated search or LEXSTAT.  You will see that I have stated 
that clearly once on the automatically displayed first page of the 
first document in the file, a screen that is also home base for any 
user coming back for redirection.  I am open to clarifications of 
that statement or all caps for emphasis, but against devoting one 
or two lines of every screen through the file to this mission. 
 
I don't mind having the copyright notice take a line to itself on 
the very first document in the stack but would resist that as a 
continuing recipe.  My reason is the same.  Since my name is included 
in the copyright notice, would your legal people be content with 
a single line: 

Social Security Law, TABLE OF TOPICS - copyright 1990 by P.W. Martin  
 
In responding to other editorial changes, I have tried to be sensitive 
to the underlying point in my revision even where I have not totally 
incorporated the proposed change. 
 



 Memorandum 
 
To: Sue Alexander 
    Sonny Reisz 
 
From: Peter Martin 
 
Subject: List of Issues That Need to be addressed 
============================================================= 
 In preparation for our Washington meeting, I have combed my 
notes of past conversations and memo exchanges to come up with this 
outline of issues.  Most are old, some are new, a few big, many small. 
 
 In the small to moderate category, I would put all those issues 
that have to do with the contents and functionality of Martin on 
Social Law on LEXIS in the near future.  In the moderate to big 
category are a set of questions having to do with marketing, 
distributing, and promoting those files.  Finally, there are the 
larger questions about relationship that arise when one compares 
my contract with MDC to what has happened.  I shall try here to be 
as concrete as I can; but let me be clear that I am simply raising 
these matters for mutual exploration. 
 
 The larger matters we brushed aside by mutual assent this fall 
as we focused in the month from mid-October to mid-November on getting 
up the first two files.  My memorandum of October 11 to Bob Glass 
had concluded: 
     Before heading blithely down this new path, I need clarity on 

a range of issues having to do with: (1) the future of this 
online product and (2) our working relationship -- what the 
commitments are concerning CD-ROM and other Martin endeavors. 

But you all were clear that if those larger questions had to be 
addressed the November 17 release would be impossible.  With that 
happily behind us, I believe it is time to revisit, if only to clarify, 
the set of understandings between us. 
 
I. Contents and Functionality of Martin on Social Security Law --On 
LEXIS 
 
A. Fleshing out the files and cross references - priorities, 
schedule 
  *Coding the balance of the Social Security Decisions in 
LEXIS 
  *Coding the Social Security Rulings on LEXIS that are still 
in effect and that relate to the scope of my collection 
  *Adding references to Social Security Rulings, POMS, ALR 
Annotations, journal articles to the topic framework 
  *Adding data that will be unique to this collection -- 
ALJ reversal rates 
 
B. The appearance of a file denominated Treatise 
  *What portion of the material now in the TABLE file should 
move to the treatise?  As your records will show, my original treatise 



plan had the statute and regulation references in the Treatise topic 
summaries. 
  *Should the new references noted above first appear in 
the topic summary in the Treatise or appear in the TABLE documents? 
(There are as to these future items both short term and long term 
questions about the boundary between the TABLE and the Treatise.) 
  *What should be the content of the Treatise upon first 
release? (Vol 1 Overviews and Vol 2 Topic Summaries with full 
references as enumerated above?) 
 
C. Functionality Questions 
  *For roughly a year, two elements of functionality have 
been discussed but have proven to be elusive targets -- LEXSTAT or 
LEXSEE to CFR and what we have called the Shepard's functionality 
-- i.e., the ability to show a list of references which the user 
chooses from simply by entering its number.  Can I prepare the first 
TREATISE elements incorporating either of these elements of 
functionality or must I assume their unavailability? 
  *As the TABLE references demonstrate, I intend to make 
maximum use of the capabilities of the Windows Session Manager.  
What are the plans for release and distribution and training? 
  *Are there any other functionality enhancements that I 
could plan for in the first iteration of the Treatise? 
 
II.  Marketing, Promoting, Training 
 
A. This set of files represents a new concept and offers the 
potential for reaching into new markets or old markets in new ways. 
 How can we work together to maximize its potential? 
 Market Segments to Contemplate 
 All those who are Social Security specialists subscribing to 
the West reporter or CCH service -- including members of the National 
Organization of Social Security Claimants' Representatives (annual 
meeting in May or June), the large appeals processing apparatus of 
the Social Security Administration (Office of Hearings and Appeals) 
 Other segments of the Social Security Administration and other 
public agencies that interface with Social Security 
 Publicly funded legal services offices and their backup centers, 
notably the Senior Citizens Law Center 
 The Federal Judiciary (and their magistrates) for whom Social 
Security cases are a major burden 
 Others? 
 
B. It was suggested last spring that this specialty collection 
might be offered on lump sum terms like Public Contracts.  I think 
the idea has merit; how do we pursue it? 
 
C. In our meeting last February, we talked about my writing a short 
print manual explaining how to use this research tool.  I would be 
pleased to do that, but we need to set some parameters. 
 
D. When, how and by whom will the ease and power of this collection 
be demonstrated?  I am prepared to assist. 
 



E. I believe that creation of an editorial or advisory board of 
a half dozen or so individuals would be useful in several respects. 
 It would furnish me with useful feedback.  It could also get a few 
influentials spreading the good word.  The terms I contemplate would 
simply be free access to this set of files, the Windows Session 
Manager, and if necessary a suitable workstation. 
 
III.  The Martin-MDC Contractual Relationship 
 
 Our agreement centered on the preparation of a CD-ROM and also 
provided for my furnishing a summary of my authoring process as well 
as consulting services to assist MDC's creation of other CD-ROM's. 
While I am enormously pleased with what is now on line and with what 
will follow, I remain convinced that most powerful distribution 
method is a combination of CD-ROM based and on line information. 
 
 As a consequence of our painful experience with the CD-ROM 
version of this project, I conclude that MDC/Michie and I have 
different views on this subject.  (I would need some firm commitments 
to be persuaded otherwise.)  We need to reach an understanding about 
the terms on which we would both be comfortable with my publication 
on CD-ROM of a version of the treatise, accompanied by a core 
collection, that would rely on the on line collection for breadth 
and update.  I am talking about publication under non-MDC/Michie 
auspices. 
 
 Kathryn Downing and later Eric Brown sustained my enthusiasm 
for this project through the delays and frustrations with assurances 
that it represented a model of the sort of author shaped materials 
that would be important to MDC's future.  If that is MDC's view and 
MDC wants to make use of my experience in building or recasting 
specialty products in other fields I would be delighted to assist 
under appropriate terms, but until we reach such an understanding, 
I understand our relationship to be simply that of author-copyright 
holder, on the one hand, and publisher, on the other.  I shall not 
publish versions of this work in other media under other auspices 
without first offering MDC the opportunity to publish it and am bound 
not to divulge MDC proprietary information.  But my plans for 
collaborating in the production of future electronic scholarly works 
do not assume MDC involvement.  More and more I see that having the 
data is less important that organizing, formatting, filtering it 
with expertise -- work that finds a very comfortable base in a 
university law school.  My current vision is of an institute, based 
at Cornell, that would publish or copublish such tools, licensing 
the data from those that have it or building intelligent frontends 
to LEXIS and WESTLAW. 



CD-ROM Treatise and Library on Social Security Law 
Aim, Content, and Functionality 
 
P.W. Martin 
February 12, 1990 
 
I. The Technology Predicate 
 
 Improvement of display technology -- reading from the screen has 
become more and more competitive with reading from the printed page 
 
 Improvement of printing technology -- selected passages and 
documents can be printed quickly, quietly, and inexpensively 
 
 Operating environments of widespread acceptance that allow easy 
movement of data between applications and more -- Windows allows 
manipulation of information, choice of actions, movement around an 
application and between applications by means that are so intuitive and 
straightforward they are comparable to page turning and use of a print 
index in their simplicity 
 
 Optical systems of data storage with massive capacity -- virtually 
all print-based information in some fields of law can be placed at the 
individual workstation on a single disk 
 
 
II. The Aim 
 
 A computer-based legal reference work that replaces print sources 
in a field, or at least places print in a supplemental rather than 
central role in the research process (print as a source of information as 
distinguished from print as a form of output for computer-based 
information) 
  
 
III. Advantages Over Print 
 
 Compactness is an advantage, but not enough for most users 
 
 Advantages in finding and understanding and relating -- 
*With suitable software the reader need not be burdened with details or 
references he does not need 
*With suitable software the reader can follow references within and 
across document types immediately and return with the same speed 
*With suitable software the reader is not limited to references seen and 
coded by the author 
  
 User appropriation and annotation -- 
*Useful material can be appropriated easily to support the user's work 
*With suitable software the reader can retain his own views and 
experience within the same library structure (electronic annotation) 
 
 Electronic data integration -- 



*Updates can be integrated seamlessly; they need not be segregated in 
supplements or pocketparts 
*On line legal information can be accessed for material outside the disk 
collection or very recent material (on line update library) within the 
same electronic work environment. 
 
 
IV. The Contents of a Social Security Reference of This Type 
 
 Document Types 
*Title II of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 401-433 
*Social Security Regulations, 20 C.F.R. -- Part 404 (including all 
appendices) 
*Judicial Opinions on Social Security Claims (10,000) 
*Social Security Rulings 
*Statistical Information 
*Treatise 
 
 Author Integration 
*Assembling all this material in an electronic library permits a degree 
of integration that doesn't exist in print 
*Author enhancement of individual document types 
 Annotations of regulations 
 Historical treatment 
 
 
V. The Attractiveness of Social Security as a Prototype 
 
 High degree of autonomy 
 
 Federal rather than state-based law 
 
 Potential for reaching beyond the legal profession in marketing 
 
 Limited role of copyrighted materials 
 
 
VI. Minimum Elements of Functionality  
 
 Windows application capable of graphic display and making full use 
of the Windows graphic interface 
 
 Expoding detail capability -- the system should be capable of 
displaying a document (statute, regulation, decision) as a list of 
headings, any one of which can be expoded into full text (in the context 
of the remaining headings); it should be capable of displaying a 
reference to statute or decision(s) as a symbol so that the reader's eye 
is neither abused nor confused by references it is not interested in 
pursuing but that symbol should openable to display the references in 
print-like format before the user commits to moving along the reference 
 
 Extensive hard-coded links connecting all document types on the 
disk -- including all references in judicial opinions to materials on the 
disk [here lurks the first of the two pagination issues] 



 
 Capability of delivering a standard form citation for all authority 
contained on the disk, including all judicial opinions [here lurks the 
second of the pagination issues], so that the user need consult no other 
source before quoting or citing material found on disk 
 
 Capability of performing real-time searches of all document types, 
using modifiable author formulated searches as well as user written ones 
 
 Strong printing capability (so that the user can choose to work 
with five key decisions as well as the relevant statute and regulation 
sections in print) 
 
 Block and copy to notes/brief/memo capability, without confining 
the user to a strange or less capable word processing environment -- with 
automatic citation stamping of copied material 
 
 Save location and searches, including the setting of certain user 
specified defaults 
 
 Reasonable navigation aids 
 
 
VII. The Underlying Imperative 
 
 A novel reference tool of this sort must seem as familiar as it can 
to those who are used to print 
 
 It must offer all the functionality of print and be superior to on-
line resources in most respects 
 
 Its advantages over print and on-line resources must be dramatic 
and easily accessible 
 
 
VIII. The Special Character of the Electronic Treatise 
 
 It furnishes the organizing matrix for the full collection of 
materials 
 
 Its references are at least as important as its text 
 
 It is constructed of layers 
 
 It must meet the challenge of showing adjacencies in non-linear 
text [the concept of map] 
 
 Building dynamic (as opposed to hard-coded) references (the 
modifiable author formulated search that makes use of author key words) 
 
 
IX. Author Tools and Process 
 



Michie Meeting -- Feb. 14 
====================== 
Folio 
 
Exploding Detail-- 
 
The only way to implement with Preview as it is is through a succession 
of folios of increasing detail.  For example, folio #1 displays headings 
A,B,C, each of which is connected by hypertext link to a folio showing 
its subheadings.  I asked and A.W. will check on the feasibility of 
adding exploding detail in place.  Given the product's current capacities 
to hide or display the folio heading and to wrap text within resized 
windows it ought to be feasible to add replacement button capability to 
folio.  The question is how easily, at what cost. 
 
Microsoft Windows -- 
 
It is not a windows application and so windows cannot be used for DDE or 
any of the other built-in features of its envirnoment (print and display 
handling, consistent user interface, etc.) 
It is, however, much more windows-like in user interface.  Attractive 
improvements include good mouse implementation, window resizing, 
scrolling, closing by use of MS Windows-like mouse moves. 
Moving material out of an Infobase and into some other application is 
handled through DOS in the sense that one saves a folio or block or view 
to disk as a generic word processor file. 
The application software can operate as a TSR.  The user hits a hot key 
and FOLIO disappears and the user can launch the Session Manager, say, 
and then return to Preview. [Question -- does that save the user's place 
in a Preview session?] 
 
Graphic material -- 
 
A hypertext link can launch any dos application include a Folio-give-away 
that displays graphics or animation.  The result is a single full-screen 
graphic image from which one returns by hitting escape.  The image is 
static.  In cannot be scrolled [?], nor can it be the site of links to 
other material.  Consequently, this might be a way to deliver diagrams 
from the regulations or a medical reference work.  It could not be the 
means of furnishing the map function.  
An issue A.W. will check on is whether that image can be printed.  It is 
any image held in some standard format. [Which?] 
 
Printing -- 
Preview can print a folio, view, or block directly on a range of printers 
with some format information (bold, underlining, [?]) carried out.  It 
can also port the same chunks of an infobase to a wordprocessor for 
printing.  A.W. can tell me what formatting information can be delivered 
to the printer. 
 
Sorting the Results of a Search -- 
 
Preview does not do that.  A.W. will check out the possibility with 
Folio.  The other thing he will check on is the possibility of searching 



across infobases.  Preview, as presently designed, allows links from 
infobase A to infobase B, but does not allow a search of both infobases 
at once.  I asked whether that capability would be difficult to add or 
whether as a second best one could carry a search from infobase A to B 
and simply relaunch.  The idea would be to divide the main units -- 
treatise, statute, regulation -- and subdivide the judicial opinions, at 
least according to hierarchy.  (That might, however, do no better than 
creating court views that would allow a court limited search and an 
alternation or expansion to include other or all courts.) 
 
Pagination -- 
 
This is not a Folio problem, although if Lexis parallel jumpcites are 
used to deal with the cross reference move, the exploding detail in place 
capability strikes me as of added importance.  Whatever pagination is 
used is implemented in the creation of Folios within decisions.  Each 
folio within a decision should have as its heading a full jumpcite to 
that page. 
Jim Roemer seems convinced that the second pagination function, providing 
a complete jumpcite for a decision piece the user wishes to quote or 
cite, must be handled without an automated online connection.  He will 
check on ways of furnishing that capability at the workstation through a 
lookup table on the hard disk (downloaded or furnished by electronic 
media) and on their acceptability to counsels office.  He seems convinced 
that Shepherds and Autocite include equivalencies between Lexis cites and 
West jumpcites.  I need to check. 
 
Map capability --  
 
Jim had the impression that FOLIO provided a map.  The others did not. 
========= 
First steps. 
Check the amount of text delivered in a sample screen of my statute or 
regulation with what a screen in Folio will deliver.  Compare both to a 
page of print. [Done -- see memo of Feb. 15] 
 
Work with a sample page of decision.  Consider collapsing all decision 
citations (and footnotes) behind symbols. 
 
Review the Preview prototype materials furnished by A.W. 
 
Check the dates of my first look at Premise and my first sketch of my 
product. 
 
Call Jim Roemer next Wednesday. 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
 
Memorandum 
 
To: Andy Wyszkowski 
 
From: Peter W. Martin 
 
Date: February 16, 1990 
 
Subject: Follow-up Questions About FOLIO (or Preview) 
 
======================================================== 
 
 Going over Wednesday's notes last night I found myself asking a few 
questions I hadn't asked on the spot or had asked but didn't hear placed 
on the final summary of our discussions.  Since they are straight-
forward, I trust I am not imposing if I send them your way. 
 
 TSR 
 
 You explained that the new FOLIO has TSR capability -- hit a hot 
key and it vanishes leaving only a kernel behind.   
 
 Question: When the user exits FOLIO in this fashion, in the middle 
of a session (to pursue a question online or to work with notes or to 
check a calendar), does the user come back to the session at the point of 
departure (same cursor position, same folio, same open views, etc.)?  I 
assume the answer is yes because it has to be for the capability to have 
significant value, but would like to have that assumption confirmed. 
 
 Graphics 
 
 The new FOLIO has the capability of linking to an application that 
displays a graphic image.  It could be any application that displays a 
graphic image, but FOLIO is offering a particular one as a giveaway. 
 
 Questions: Does that application allow the user to scroll a graphic 
image that is larger than a single screen?  What graphics file format 
does it use?  [These are in addition to the question about printing which 
you said, Wednesday, you would check on.] 
 
 Printing 
 
 FOLIO can print (or save to disk) a folio, a view, or a block.  We 
noted the desirability of allowing the user to print (or save) a full 
decision or statute or regulation unit in one or two steps.   
 
 Question:  I am still not sure I see how the user prints a decision 
without having to block it -- having come to it via a precision cross 
reference or a search.  Can you help me understand the moves?  Assuming 
that decisions are divided into Folios (corresponding to Lexis 
pagination, say), if I come to a decision following a cross reference 



from another decision or through a search I will come to the folio within 
the decision that is the target of the link or the "hit" of the search.  
At that point, the full decision is not the active view.  If I hit 
return, do I not move into the full infobase at the point of the folio I 
am inspecting?  That is fine if all I want to do is browse the context of 
the folio I have found, but how do I make the unit that lies between the 
folio and full infobase (namely, the active view) the decision so that I 
can then print just that unit? 
 
 Search Hit List 
 
 If I perform a search on 10,000 decisions or some subset of them 
(e.g., Court of Appeals decisions), I see numbers of potential hits as I 
pursue the search and when I execute it I end up in a view that 
represents the hits.  As I examine that view, my progress is displayed as 
[5/125] --with 5 being the number of the folio I am inspecting and 125 
being the number of folios in the view. 
 
 Question:  If decisions are broken up into folios (let us say an 
average of 20 or more per decision), is there any way to work within 
FOLIO so that potential and actual hits are counted in terms of the 
numbers of decisions rather than numbers of folios?  Needless to say, if 
my search criteria are met by several folios within a decision that may 
signal the relative importance of that decision to me, but when I do a 
search I want to know how many decisions (not how many folios or pages 
within an unknown smaller number of decisions meet the terms). 
 
 Mapping a Session 
 
 Jim said he thought that FOLIO gave the user access to a map of 
moves.  You seemed to have doubts. 
 
 Question: Does FOLIO provide any other guide to how one has reached 
the present point than the stacking of tiles? 
 
========================================================== 
P.S. Does Michie use either Western Union E-Mail (as the people at MDC 
do) or Compuserve?  If so, let's share addresses. 
 
cc: J. Roemer, D. Selby  



Notes on Phone Conversation with Andy Wyszkowski-- Feb. 19 
 
================ 
Andy explained that the FOLIO people wanted to bring me the software and 
New Mexico statutes sample.  Lee Gibbons, based in Conn., will do so 
before the end of the week. 
 
He answered the questions posed in my February 16 memorandum as follows: 
 
TSR 
Exiting FOLIO to another application (e.g., word processor) one can move 
text through a FOLIO clipboard using a hot key to paste into the 
wordprocessor.  Andy has not seen this capability, just had it described 
so he was uncertain, though reassuring, on such questions as whether the 
text carried such attributions as underlining or bold.  As described this 
is a smoother path for text out to a database or wordprocessor than 
saving to a text file. 
Exiting FOLIO to another application (e.g., session manager) also has the 
capability of coming back to FOLIO with everything as it was left. 
 
Graphics 
The graphics format is PCX.  The software, Andy says, has page up, page 
down, arrow key control of the display and therefore presumably allows 
windowing on an image that is larger than the immediate screen. 
The printing of an image supported by the software is limited to HP-
Laserject. 
 
Printing 
I am right about the problem.  They have not had to face it at Michie yet 
because it seems less an issue with their New Mexico statutes.  They have 
not addressed the problems of statutes.  We went over again why (even 
with legal problems gone) a decision will be broken up into many folios.  
The solution to my functional problem, we discussed, is to have each 
decision be a view.  The user/reader who hits a decision on a reference 
or search will hit a folio.  The folio's heading will furnish its name 
(Blue Book citation).  That name will also be the name of a view.  The 
user will need to bring up another window, call up the index of views, 
and select the decision-view in question by keying in its name, and 
opening it as the active view.  As the active view, it can be printed or 
saved as a unit.  Of course, if all I want to do is browse in the 
vicinity of the hit or reference target I need not do more than hit 
return which opens up the Infobase at that folio. 
 
Search Hit List 
I am right about this limitation of FOLIO.  Andy says it is a recognized 
problem, even with statutes.  That there are at least two ways to provide 
this functinality through FOLIO and that it should be possible to acquire 
it by summer (??). 
 
Mapping a Session 
Jim was mistaken about the mapping capability.  The description of search 
progress used to be called "map". 



         July 16, 1990 
 
 
VERTICAL SLICE CHECK LIST 
 
I. CAP ANY SLICE AT 100 DECISIONS (BEYOND THE DECISIONS ALREADY CODED) 
IF YOU MUST CAP INCLUDE ALL LANDMARK (MUST CITE) DECISIONS AND THE 
MORE RECENT DECISIONS TO DISCUSS THE ISSUE IN SOME DETAIL, 
REPRESENTING EACH CIRCUIT, IF POSSIBLE 
 
II. CODE ALL DECISIONS COMPLETELY (NOT JUST IN RELATION TO ISSUE YOU 
ARE FOLLOWING) 
 
III. IF THERE ARE SUBISSUES OR IMPORTANT DISTINCTIONS AMONG THE 
CASES, DESCRIBE THEM IN A PARAGRAPH OR TWO CITING SEVERAL 
ILLUSTRATIVE DECISIONS 
 
IV. IF THERE HAS BEEN A REG OR STATUTE CHANGE THAT HAS ALTERED 
TREATMENT OF ISSUE, INDICATE DATE, CHANGE AND GIVE ME A DECISION OR 
TWO DISCUSSION THE EFFECT OF THE CHANGE 
 
V. KEY SECTIONS OF STATUTE OR REGULATION (RULINGS, POMS) 
 
VI. BEST WORD SEARCH (LEXIS/ZYINDEX TYPE SEARCH) FOR FINDING 
DECISIONS ON THIS ISSUE YOU CAN COME UP WITH 
 



 WORK PLAN 
 NOV. 21 
 
I. Organize Home Data 
 
 Keep an archive copy of coded decisions on WORM, backup copy 
on tape. 
 Keep a Notebook II file of all coded decisions, with the old 
codes translated into new codes, backup copy on network. 
 Keep active files, indexed with Magellan but not ZYIndex, on 
all decisions not yet shipped to MDC, backup copy on tape. 
 
II. Ship Additional Data 
 
 Take Court of Appeals back to beginning, roughly 1,000 uncoded. 
 Move District Court back to 1987, complete, and code all F.Supp. 
and F.R.D. back to the beginning.  Pre-1987 slip opinions a low 
priority. 
 Code Social Security Rulings. 
 
III. Quality Control 
 
 Compare codes in LEXIS with codes in home database, chunk by 
chunk. 
 Check and double check the searches and references in the TABLE 
documents. 
 
IV. Prepare Treatise Chunks For Installation (February) 
 
 When Treatise becomes an independent piece, it will take the 
references to statute and regulation from TABLE.  TABLE will continue 
to hold searches using topics keyed to PMSSCA and PMSSRU (rulings), 
and references to Treatise.  Treatise will hold topic summaries, 
overviews, references to statute, regulations, key decisions and 
rulings, table of statute, table of regulation, table of POMS, 
references to journal articles. 
 
V.  Organize Move From TABLE to Treatise 
 
 The original vision, see attached, was of a LEXSEE move to a 
corresponding topic summary in the treatise which itself would hold 
many search and reference moves. I now incline toward a search keyed 
to a topic segment that would place the directly matching summary 
on top of a stack that would offer related overviews, related topics 
(side references) and subtopics with the cite display showing the 
hierarchy in a clear but screen efficient way. 



 Memorandum  
 
TO: Bob Glass 
FROM: Peter W. Martin 
DATE: Oct. 11, 1990 
SUBJECT: New Coding Scheme and Other Issues 
=============================================================== 
 
As always I have found it helpful to write down my thoughts and to 
share them in that form.  I shall as we agreed call you this morning. 
 
I. Retention of Some # Codes  
  
 The file structure of LEXIS probably dictates the retention of 
both document type pound codes (#MSPD#) and the general category 
codes (#MSDI#, #MSFA#, #MSGE#, and #MSAT#).  The functionality this 
allows is the launch of issue code searches into selected document 
types (e.g., published decisions, unpublished decisions, S.S. 
Rulings) and the launch of old fashioned word searches into broad 
categories (e.g., #MSDI#).  An unknown about the file definition 
software is whether it allows definition of a file by two codes ("and" 
or "or" or "not").  The functionality that poses this issue most 
forcibly is the issue search or word search in the Social Security 
decisions of a particular document category (all #MSDI# and #MSPD#s) 
or #MSDI# decisions in a particular court group (e.g., all #MSDI# 
and #FA5T#s).  If the pound codes cannot step out in the open this 
functionality is important.  Failing the possibility of combining 
# Codes in an "and" file, the need will be to have the necessary broad 
codes in the Martin issue field.  
  
II. The Naming of the Field  
 
 The user name for segment should have a long and one or two 
character version, be expressive of content, and not be idiosyncratic 
(i.e., "Martin" is out).  Options include: ISsue, CAtegory, TOpic, 
PAragraph (Paragraph?), SEction (Section?).  My current preference 
is TOpic.  Does that collide with any other segment names? Is there 
sensitivity to using something that is a WESTLAW field name? 
  
III. Coding Scheme  
 
 The move to a separate field allows several shifts in the coding 
scheme.  Importantly it allows elimination of the "#"s -- which I 
take to be the source of MDC sensitivity to showing the #MA10# codes 
in a Guide file.  Further, assuming that the file is specified at 
the #MSPD# or #MSDI# level the TOpic field need not worry about labels 
that express document type or collection identity -- so the "M" can 



be eliminated.  Its role was to set off this set of codes from other 
specialty and court codes, but the new format achieves that.   
 The # code scheme with one of the alphanumerics specified as 
"M" left only 3 characters for topic differentiation and hierarchy.  
I assume there is no technological size limit in the new scheme.  On 
the other hand, aesthetic considerations and user comprehension and 
ease of input push toward short code strings.  There are 
approximately 200 categories at present, no reason to have a coding 
scheme with 10,000 nodes but essential to have a scheme that allows 
growth without forcing renumbering of prior codes.  User assists in 
grasping longer strings like the comma or hyphen are out because LEXIS 
parses them as a word break (G-4A is out as is 2,300). (Are there 
other characters "#" aside that might work?)  Since the tight 
character limit is off, there is every reason to relate the issue 
identifiers to the divisions of the treatise.   
 The need for interior growth eliminate schemes that are defined 
by menu placement within a current set of navigation screens so "G1A, 
G1B"  are out.  (There is no easy way, later, to place a new topic 
between G1A and G1B, which might or might not be a subissue of 
G1A  -- furthermore, as noted above the "G" is unnecessary so long 
as #MSGE# is retained unless it is a useful expression of hierarchy 
to the user).  
 Another consideration is the use of wild card characters to pull 
issue clusters -- e.g., A5** or A56*.  
 Finally, one wants identifiers that are low frequency 
occurrences in the natural language of Federal Court decisions so 
that searchers seeking references to statute or regulation sections 
important in other fields don't end up with puzzling hits because 
of this hidden field. 
 
IV. Alternatives  
 
1. A simple number -- e.g., 100 to 999.  
 
2. An alpha plus a number -- e.g., A10 to Z99 or A100 to Z999 -- where 

the alpha is arbitrary, simply used to break up the string.  
 
3. An outline scheme that expresses hierarchy -- e.g., A1B5 (don't 

want to use roman numbers but can display upper and lower case 
alphas which will cause no problem with the search).  

 
Of these, I prefer 2 and 3 over 1.  Attached are mockups. 
 
V. Transition 
 
 I have built a set of software tools, created a work process, 
trained assistants, and created a very large data set all around the 



old codes.  That investment is why I asked for MDC signoff on the 
scheme last spring.  For the near future, the only way I can maintain 
a reasonable pace is to continue to work with the old system -- 
shipping you data that requires translation into the new codes.  I 
can and will furnish you conversion tables in whatever form you 
require and would undertake to switch to the new system (eliminating 
the translation step on your side) in reasonable steps through this 
next twelve months.  We need to pin down details on how the data is 
submitted, translated, checked.    
VI. Other Issues 
 
 Before heading blithely down this new path, I need clarity on 
a range of issues having to do with: (1) the future of this online 
product and (2) our working relationship -- what the commitments are 
concerning CD-ROM and other Martin endeavours. 
  



  
Need to Resolve Other Issues  
Exclusive rights to my coding on line and a first right to distribute 
other electronic or print versions -- but I retain the right to 
distribute if LEXIS does not.  This includes front ends and local 
collections that work together with the on line data.  
Further, to the extent that I develop techniques for accessing a 
coherent collection on line, Martin not MDC owns them -- in the sense 
that MDC will not prevent my developing other applications in other 
fields.  



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853-4901 
Peter W. Martin  
Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
(607) 255-4619  Fax (607) 255-7193 
    February 18, 1990 
 
 
Mr. James P. Roemer 
The Michie Company 
1 Town Hall Square 
P.O. Box 7587 
Charlottesville, VA 22906-7587 
 
 
Dear Jim: 
 
 
 While we ponder the future of the Martin CD-ROM project, it is 
essential that we reach a clear understanding about the Social Security 
on-line library scheduled for release in April.  Since I am unsure where 
this piece of my relationship with MDC falls under the new organizational 
structure and since time is short I am copying Jack Simpson with this 
letter. 
 
 I will try to be both brief and clear.  I can elaborate, furnishing 
dates, details, memos, as you wish. 
 
 My contract with MDC, itself a subject of agonizing delay, was 
signed by you and by me in October 1988.  That contract contains numerous 
provisions contemplating an online version of the CD-ROM "database" -- 
treatise, statutes, regulations, rulings, decisions.  It contains a 
royalty provision for such an online collection (7.3), and for that 
reason includes a provision that obligates me to work as an unpaid 
consultant for MDC in relation to such a Social Security Library (12.2).  
My work with MDC has from the start included advice about the nature and 
composition of an online collection that would be the resource for 
building the CD-ROM product and subsequently complement it.  (If you wish 
I can furnish copies of numerous memos focusing on the online 
collection.)  In addition, my work on the collection for the CD-ROM had 
me identifying holes in the online collection.  Last spring I provided a 
list of well over 1,000 unpublished district court Social Security 
decisions that were available in the CCH service but not in LEXIS.  As 
MDC, after great delay, started to send me decisions I had asked for in 
full-text, gaps in those downloads -- checked out by me (not MDC) against 
my original requests and compared by me (not MDC) against West's print 
volumes (F. Supp. and F.2d) -- led me to identify published Social 
Security decisions missing from LEXIS.  Both categories of missing 
decisions have been the subject of MDC acquisition effort.  Any online 
library will as a consequence not be embarrassed, in this respect, by 
comparison with its print or online competitors.  In addition, I stressed 
the importance to the CD-ROM and online library of including the Social 



Security Rulings and a medical reference work (suggesting the Merck 
Manual).  Both resources were identified and scoped by me.  The rulings 
have now been loaded into LEXIS, in a format that is a direct result of 
my advice.  I learned at our meetings in Charlottesville last week that 
Bill Baker had finally written Merck about a license, but I also heard 
him say in the meeting that he had been instructed to inquire only about 
an online license. 
 
 In less than a year's time, the notion of an online Social Security 
library has moved from something that I alone was talking about, in 
relation to the CD-ROM project, to something that was moving ahead on its 
own.  Sonny Reisz, first mentioned to me by Sue Alexander as an MDC 
employee who was interested in a possible assignment on my project, has 
since November been working to put up a Social Security library in April.  
As described to me, that library will carry the name Social Security, it 
will perforce include the materials I have identified which have been 
added to the LEXIS collection.  It will also have many features that will 
make it dramatically inferior to the CD-ROM collection I am building.  
Its statute, regulation, and decision collection lacks precision and 
editorial coherence.  Recently, there was mention of including 
copyrighted material from Lawyers Coop to deal with some of these 
deficiencies.  (Even though my issue paper No. 5 to Sue Alexander, dated 
February 23, 1989, had been very clear about such third-party material.) 
 
 My position at this point is simple, and I hope understandable.  No 
Social Security library should go up in LEXIS until we have settled the 
future of the CD-ROM project.  It is to our mutual advantage (MDC's and 
Martin's) to have any online Social Security library fully reflect the 
editorial choices and connections that will ultimately be part of my CD-
ROM, whether or not MDC or Michie ends up being my CD-ROM publisher -- 
rather than having a clumsy knockoff appear online well in advance of the 
CD-ROM release.  The latter would likely have serious marketing 
consequences for the CD-ROM, while the former, handled well, might build 
the market for the CD-ROM.  Not only do we need to reach an understanding 
about the relationship of the timing and content of an online library to 
the CD-ROM, MDC needs to remember that our contract entitles me to 
royalties on such an online library. 
 
 This is a topic we need to address quickly. 
 
 
   Sincerely, 
 
 
 
cc: Jack Simpson 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853-4901 
Peter W. Martin  
Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
(607) 255-4619  Fax (607) 255-7193 
    February 18, 1990 
 
 
Mr. Jack W. Simpson 
Mead Data Central 
9393 Springboro Pike 
Post Office Box 933 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
 
 
Dear Mr. Simpson: 
 
 
 The recent reorganization which placed my CD-ROM project with the 
Michie Group in Charlottesville leaves me uncertain who at MDC "owns" the 
other aspects of my relationship with MDC or the contract as a whole.  I 
have written the enclosed letter to Jim Roemer, because it follows up on 
our meeting last week in Charlottesville about the future of the CD-ROM 
project and because he signed the contract I have with MDC.  I write you 
because I am anxious that MDC understand that the recent reversals of 
earlier decisions concerning my CD-ROM project have implications beyond 
CD-ROM.  In particular, there is an immediate issue concerning LEXIS.  
Were the planned Social Security library to be released on LEXIS in 
April, I would consider that a serious violation of the understandings 
under which I have been working with MDC. 
 
 Assuming that Jim is responsible for my entire relationship with 
MDC, I will pursue this matter with him.  If there is someone else I 
should be discussing these none CD-ROM matters with I trust you will 
notify me promptly.  I remain eager to find a framework (perhaps, a 
framework somewhat different from that laid out in our original contact) 
under which we can work together.  That framework should take account of 
both CD-ROM design and marketing issues and the relationship of the CD-
ROM product to a complementary (not a competing) online libary. 
 
 
   Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
cc: James Roemer 



Cornell Law School 
Myron Taylor Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853-4901 
Peter W. Martin  
Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
(607) 255-4619  Fax (607) 255-7193 
    May 21, 1990 
 
 
Ms. Kathryn Downing 
Vice-President COO of 
the Electronic Publishing Division 
Thomson Professional Publications 
1 Station Place 
Stamford, CT 06902-6800 
 
 
Dear Kathryn: 
 
 
 I enclose for your casual reading a talk I delivered a week ago in 
Washington. 
 
 The work on the on-line version of my treatise continues at a 
reasonable pace, thanks to the arrangements you got in place before 
leaving MDC.  The CD-ROM version remains an elusive goal. 
 
 At some point, I would enjoy the opportunity to learn more about 
Thomson's electronic publishing plans.  In addition, I have a few 
thoughts about opportunities, flowing from my project, that I would be 
pleased to share.  Should your schedule permit it later this summer, I 
would be delighted to tack a Stamford excursion onto a New York City 
trip. 
 
 
   Sincerely, 
 
 
   Peter W. Martin 
 



 MEMORANDUM 
 
TO: ERIC BROWN 
FROM: PETER W. MARTIN                       DATE: OCT. 4, 1990 
================================================================= 
 
I received your letter this morning.  I am ready to talk with you 
or Bob Glass about it.  However, if I understand the communication 
correctly and if it represents MDC's position, then you should, 
instead, put me in touch with the MDC official with authority to 
agree to terms ending our contractual relationship.  If I 
misunderstand or this is not MDC's final position, please let me 
know quickly for under the present circumstances my current work 
plan makes no sense and I must begin exploring alternative ways of 
distributing the work on which I have been laboring since spring 
of 1988. 
 
As I read Sue's memorandum it says that my # codes can and will be 
put on the designated documents.  That was promised in June for 
realization in July.  As of 7:45 this morning, no Martin # codes 
are to be found in LEXIS.  But the reaffirmation of that commitment 
which dates back to March is the "good news".  It is followed by 
a death sentence.  Sue's memorandum says that the codes once on the 
documents can have no functionality.  If the early portions of the 
memorandum leave any question, page 4 nails the point: "... MDC cannot 
accommodate (1) public display of # codes and (2) the use of proxies." 
 In short, all this coding effort on which I have invested massive 
time and energy (my own and student assistants working full-time 
through the summer) is for nothing. 
 
Both Sue's memorandum and your letter speak of issues raised in my 
faxes.  These are old matters on which MDC made promises not issues 
Martin raised in September.  Those were critical promises, for they 
responded to my concern about MDC's failures under our CD-ROM 
contract.  Sue and Sonny were sent here by Kathryn Downing in late 
February following my letters to Simpson and Roemer.  Their promises 
about what would be possible with an on-line version of my material 
elaborated through subsequent memorandum exchange, phone 
conversation, and meeting clearly included issue codes to which the 
user had access, either directly or through some proxy.  If anyone 
has doubts on this subject, I can furnish a full set of documents. 
 The meeting in June and subsequent exchanges have concerned "how" 
not "whether". 
 
I have been far too patient in this long contractual relationship. 
 Although I would be pleased to be wrong, this looks to me like the 
end of the line.   
 
If it comes to divorce, the settlement will be very complicated.  
Taking Sue's memorandum as MDC's position, MDC has not only breached 
its contract with me and dealt in bad faith but has in the process 
received significant amounts of valuable information and advice that 
must be accounted for. 



  
 
       October 24, 1990 
 
 
Kathryn M. Downing 
Vice President/COO 
Electronic Publishing Division 
Thomson Professional Publishing 
700 Canal St. 
Stamford, Conn. 06902 
 
 
Dear Kathryn: 
 
 Thank's so much for spending time with me two weeks ago.  The 
excitement of what you are setting out to do is infectious.   
 After a jolting few weeks, the LEXIS online version of my Social 
Security materials appears back on track.  I am working at a feverish 
pace to assure that it has a reasonable set of features when the 
switch is thrown so I haven't had much opportunity to give further 
thought to some of the topics of our conversation.  I have, however, 
broached with the dean my notion of an institute, housed at the law 
school or outside it, that would carry out legal information projects. 
 I explained that my aim was to find the right institutional structure 
to support and extend my work beyond the Social Security project. 
 His reaction was more warm than cold, but noncommittal. 
 
 By January I hope to have some notion of feasibility and scale, 
and will, I expect, be returning to you with a proposal for licensing 
some New York data.  My hope will be to find the right niche market 
for a relatively small New York information package that will allow 
exploration of the format and presentation ideas the Social Security 
project has generated but not yet realized. 
 
 
       Sincerely, 
 



December 12, 1990 
 
Mr. David A. Berger 
Vice President, Legal Information Services 
Mead Data Central, Inc. 
9393 Springboro Pike 
Post Office Box 933 
Dayton, Ohio 45401 
 
Dear Mr. Berger: 
 
 I had intended a short letter complimenting you and MDC on the 
recent Graylyn conference and a detailed letter to Eric Brown 
reviewing the status of and future plans for Martin on Social Security 
Law, released November 17 on LEXIS.  The swift (and to me, at least, 
unforeseen) departure of Mr. Brown leads me to combine the two, 
condensing the review as best I can.  However before turning to that 
business, my compliments on Graylyn.  It was an extraordinary mixture 
of perspectives pulled together in a format that produced effective 
exchange. 
 
 To Mr. Brown, I had planned to write of my pride and pleasure 
at having the first piece of my two and a half year project published 
on LEXIS and my deep gratitude to the many people at Mead Data Central 
who worked with me over that period.  There are still scattered bugs, 
but I am assured that various MDC groups are hot on their trail.  
As the work stands today, accessed through the Windows-based LEXIS 
2000 Research Software, its paired files (PUBHW;PMSSCA and 
PUBHW;TABLE) offer functionality not found in any other specialty 
library in LEXIS or WESTLAW.  The selection and issue coding of the 
cases is a major value added component, new to LEXIS.  But the 
fundamental uniqueness of this electronic reference lies in the TABLE 
documents which embody the analytic framework of the Martin treatise. 
 Topic by topic, this set of documents links judicial decisions on 
point to the statute and regulations.  A user with a disability claim 
involving a widow's benefit can swiftly step through the TABLE file 
to the appropriate topic document, a document which not only furnishes 
the topic code that will retrieve appropriate cases (in an executable 
search the user can modify or focus) but also provides LEXSTAT 
references to the statute matched with a citation search designed 
to retrieve the relevant paragraphs from the Code of Federal 
Regulations.  In a printed treatise these would be footnotes, in 
LEXIS they are references that can be followed immediately.  Indeed, 
the references have been set up, with consistent format, to allow 
"point and click" or "block and transmit" execution of these 
"electronic footnotes" exploiting the Windows Session Manager's 
hypertext capability as no other on-line material does. 
 
 Through author preparation and maintenance references like 
these can alert the user to law changes not yet reflected in decided 
cases.  Yesterday, I completed revisions in my TABLE documents that 
summarize the impact of the Social Security Act amendments that 
Congress passed as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
of 1990.  The act, Public Law No. 101-508 is not yet up on LEXIS. 



 It will be months before the amendments figure in any decided case 
on LEXIS, but next week anyone researching one of the affected topics 
in my TABLE file will be referred to a summary of the relevant 
amendment and to the only version of the legislation now on LEXIS, 
the conference report appearing in the Congressional Record.  That 
reference like all others appearing in the TABLE file will be 
executable as it appears on the screen. 
 
 What is up is very good, I believe unique.  It is also 
incomplete.  The TABLE file contains the framework of my treatise, 
a framework designed to hold my own exposition of the field, 
references to A.L.R. annotations, journal articles (with the 
reference showing which are available on LEXIS), provisions of the 
Agency field manual known as the POMS, Social Security Rulings, useful 
statistical information such as claimant success rates before 
individual Administrative Law Judges.  As we (MDC and I) start moving 
this other material onto LEXIS, we ought, I think, to find an 
appropriate means for reviewing our mutual understanding -- what 
each expects of the other -- from the vantage point of late 1990, 
early 1991.   
 
 The formal agreement I have with MDC, signed by Jim Roemer in 
1988, makes very strange reading alongside any account of what has 
actually transpired between us over the past two years.   The 
contract contemplated a CD-ROM product that was scratched or delayed 
or diverted when CD-ROM projects were reorganized to Michie and the 
contracts for software development based on Owl's Guide were 
cancelled.  My agreement last winter to redirect the initial effort 
to creation of an on-line treatise and database rested on a set of 
understandings reached with Kathryn Downing who within weeks was 
at Thomson.  This September the arrangement nearly fell apart.  
After a vigorous exchange with Eric Brown, fresh understandings 
focused tightly on this first piece of my project allowed us, with 
enormous effort on both sides, to get the two files up on November 
17.  My September 21 memorandum to Eric outlining the logistical 
problems we ultimately solved concluded with a section entitled 
"Other Critical Items Remaining Unresolved."  By mutual assent, we 
left those critical items unresolved as we pressed to meet the 
November 17 target and they remain unsettled.  In essence the issues 
listed in that memorandum boil down to two interrelated questions: 
(1) what are the plans for capitalizing on what is already built 
(marketing, training, documentation prepared by me) and (2) on what 
schedule shall I flesh out the contemplated on-line treatise.  My 
anxiety on the latter point was heightened when an innocuous reference 
to the treatise I had included in the TABLE file was removed by MDC. 
 
 The 1988 agreement and surrounding discussions reflected a view 
that my project had value as a prototype, with MDC envisioning 
electronic publication of author prepared works in other fields.  
Whether or not that is still MDC's view, I believe it to be in MDC's 
interest and mine to maximize the value of what we have done together 
to date -- both as a product and potential prototype.  We need to 
explore how to do that together.   
 



 To prepare my personal work plan for the next year and begin 
structuring further treatise files and references for addition to 
the on-line collection I need a clearer idea than I now have where 
such value added material fits into the future MDC sees for LEXIS, 
new forms of user access, and NGS.  Most of the people I have dealt 
with who have talked convincing in those terms are no longer at MDC. 
 On this point, I need some reassurance and more detailed 
understandings. 
 
 We would also both be served by a revised or sharpened 
understanding about plans for and auspices of a CD-ROM publication. 
 The relationship between a CD-ROM treatise and on-line resources 
bears directly on the organization of future on-line materials and, 
of course, implicates Michie. 
  
 This is not a request for a summit conference.  I don't need 
or want to know all that MDC is planning.  This is not even a request 
for present action.  I am meeting with Sue Alexander and Sonny Reisz 
in Washington, D.C., early in January when my work will be presented 
at the A.A.L.S. meeting.  We plan then to thrash out a list of the 
issues that need to be addressed.  I am aware, however, that many 
of the issues my project raises lie beyond the sphere of their 
responsibilities especially when the position held by Kathryn and 
Eric is vacant.  Consequently, following that agenda setting meeting 
I may have to ask your help in getting answers to some of my questions. 
 It is an awkward truth that my project and interests drape across 
several boundaries in MDC's internal structure. 
 
 To a degree that I know discomforts some in your organization 
I am excited about the possibilities for collaboration between 
experts in particular law fields and MDC.  There have been enough 
bumps and frustrations in the relationship for me to realize I may 
be far more committed to these possibilities than Mead is.  If that 
is true, this is a good point to reshape our contractual relationship 
to that reality.  If, on the other hand, our range of mutual interest 
remains broad that needs to be reaffirmed and detailed. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
      Peter W. Martin 
      Edward Cornell Professor of Law 



Kathryn Downing -- Oct. 10, 1990  
 
 Kathryn explained that this year her group is investing heavily 
in preparing the Thomson data for electronic publication  
 Next year they will add a tiny editorial group that will be 
devoted largely to keeping the eletronic versions of USCS and ALR 
up-to-date -- so that it can offer complete currency  
 Key information (confidential) is that in the states for which 
they are publishers of primary material (which include N.Y., Cal. 
and Mich. they will be beginning to launch CD ROM products.  In the 
bid for the current N.Y. contract they have included both print and 
CD-ROM.  The intention would be to build a retrospective collection 
in increments.  In N.Y. and these other states they are in a position 
to offer a complete information package -- decisions, statute, 
secondary material including forms.  
 If improving their online materials and launching CD-ROMs 
represent two initiatives, the third is distributing their forms 
electronically (disks in the back of books, downloadable from Westlaw 
and LEXIS).    
 Thomson's aim is to furnish information in diverse formats.  
Forms should be available in standard wordprocessing files, primary 
and secondary data in whatever application envirnoments the user 
requires.  This means that their data needs to be structured for 
delivery in multiple formats.  Thomson does not intend to develope 
software but to use (license) software developed by others.  
 Kathryn likes the Matthew Bender CD-ROM platform.  I should 
get a copy of the Bankrupcy disk from Gary Goldstein, 212-216-8740, 
Dir. of Electronic Publishing, Matthew Bender, NY  
 Kathryn will license relevant portions of USCS and Autocite 
to me -- on the spot.  Thomson is looking for a head of law school 
relations -- aim being to reach out as effectively as Westlaw and 
LEXIS.  
 She also offered data for my use in teaching PT1.  
======================  
Profile of non-LEXIS product  
1st iteration  
frontend for LEXIS/WESTLAW with very little primary data  
next  
statute, regulations, plus key decisions, plus a database of all 
decisions capable of generating a first search set for LEXIS/WESTLAW  
Profile of other products  
frontends for other fields based on above  
NY products include full data in family, property, criminal law, 
public benefits  
  
To do/explore  
Call Guide people  
Explore establishment of "Institute" with Russell  
Cornell Institue of Legal Information Technologies  
Hire a graduate & summer staff  
Legal Information Log   
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               December 26, 1990 
 
 
Ms. Kathryn M. Downing 
Vice President/COO 
Electronic Publishing Division 
Thomson Professional Publishing 
700 Canal St. 
Stamford, Conn. 06902 
 
 
Dear Kathryn: 
 
 I hope you have had a good holiday and that the fire fight that 
has broken out in your former territory finds you well out of harm's 
way.  I know nothing of what went down between Eric Brown and others, 
but shudder at the thought of even greater difficulty in getting 
attention and decisions out of MDC. 
 
 Thank heavens, the intellectual core of Martin on Social 
Security crossed out of vapor land into LEXIS before Eric left.  
There are still scattered bugs, but I am quite pleased with what 
is up right now.  Accessed through the Windows based LEXIS 2000 
Research Software, the paired files (PUBHW;PMSSCA and PUBHW;TABLE) 
offer functionality that I don't believe is available in any other 
specialty library in LEXIS or WESTLAW.  Although I have been 
repeatedly frustrated by the relationship with MDC, I am deeply 
grateful to you for working out the framework that allowed the project 
to move down this path when the CD-ROM version got stuck last year. 
 
 The selection and issue coding of the cases is a central value 
added component.  But the uniqueness of reference work, lies in the 
TABLE documents which contain the analytic framework of my treatise. 
 Topic by topic, they link judicial decisions to the statute and 
regulations.  A user with a disability claim involving widow's 
benefits can step through the TABLE file to the appropriate document, 
a document which not only furnishes the codes that will retrieve 
appropriate cases (in a search the user can modify or focus) but 
also provides LEXSTAT references to the statute and a search that 
will retrieve the relevant paragraphs from the Code of Federal 
Regulations.  With a printed work these would be footnotes, in LEXIS 
they are references that can be followed immediately.  Indeed, the 
references have been set up, with consistent format, to allow "point 
and click" or "block and transmit" execution of these "electronic 
footnotes."   
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 The next stage will see my own text and additional references 
layered on to this framework.  There are countless unresolved 
questions of marketing, training, etc., not to mention the Michie 
CD-ROM puzzle, but having a robust functioning prototype and the 
foundation on which to add these additional items has done wonders 
for my morale. 
 
 Having brought that work into daylight, I am eager to begin 
a second generation project here.  I am pursuing the institute notion 
with my dean and am, at this stage reasonably, optimistic.  Sometime 
in February I should to be in a position to talk with you about data 
and licensing terms.  Until then, I'll be preoccupied with detailed 
plans for the next phase of the Social Security treatise and getting 
a new term's courses off the runway. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
      Peter W. Martin 
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           December 26, 1990 
 
 
Mr. James P. Roemer 
The Michie Company 
1 Town Hall Square 
P.O. Box 7587 
Charlottesville, VA 22906-7587 
 
 
Dear Jim: 
 
 Ten months or so ago, we (MDC/Michie and I) set the Martin CD-ROM 
project to one side and agreed that it would be preceded by an on-line 
version.  In November, the core of that on-line version was released, 
following a period of hassle that left me more skeptical than ever 
about MDC's commitment to our agreement and to this form of 
author-publisher collaboration in general.  The MDC crew and I are 
now working on the schedule for filling in around that core.  When 
and how, we structure that work depends on CD-ROM plans.  I write 
to reopen the questions we put "on hold" last year.  
 
 Here is a short summary of the issues I would like to wrestle 
to the ground in the next month or two along with my own best guess 
about resolution.  I include the latter because there has been far 
too much decisionmaking by inertia in this relationship.  By telling 
you how I see things, I am affirmatively inviting you to tell me that 
you see matters differently. 
 
 Issues 
 
 * Is Michie prepared within the next 12-18 months to build and 

release a CD-ROM version of Martin on Social Security using a 
software platform that would approximate the LexGuide 
specifications of 1989 and work well with the LEXIS Windows 
Session Manager?  This would require major enhancements to the 
version of FOLIO we were examining last winter or a willingness 
to use a different platform for this publication.  I surmise 
the answer is no, but would be pleased to be surprised.  In 
either event, I need an answer. 
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 * Did you ever solve the page break licensing puzzle?  You will 

recall that a CD-ROM limitation, hidden from me for far too long 
by MDC, is a consequence of the licensing agreement with West.  
As finally communicated to me, the agreement forbids inclusion 
of the West page breaks in documents put out on a CD-ROM.  A 
year ago, MDC's counsel's office was taking the conservative 
position that a MDC or Michie CD-ROM could not, therefore, use 
conversion tables or any similar device to enable users to 
follow jumpcites making use of West page number or to derive 
the internal page number of a key passage extracted from within 
a 40 page decision.  Obviously, this legal position hampers any 
Michie CD-ROM publications in which federal decisions are 
important ingredients and many state products.  Have you been 
able to engage counsel's office in working out a solution?  I 
surmise, the answer is no, but would be delighted to be wrong.  
The division of material between a CD-ROM version of my work 
and the on-line version is significantly effected by the answer.  
If you see any possibility of change, I need to know. 

 
 * How have Michie's CD-ROM products been received?  Are you and 

your people encouraged by the initial results?  Are you, as a 
result, eager to proceed with additional CD-ROMs?  Is the 
Michie organization developing sufficient experience in 
distribution and support of this type of information product 
to make it an attractive publisher?  Here, I surmise that the 
results have been encouraging but not so dramatic as to alter 
Michie's posture from slow and cautious exploration of this new 
form of publication. 

 
 The On-Line Version 
 
 The on-line files released in November do not yet include a piece 
denominated "treatise."  That will follow shortly.  But the files 
already up incorporate the core of the project and I am pleased with 
the results.  There are still scattered bugs, but MDC staff are on 
their trail.  And as it stands, accessed through the Windows based 
LEXIS 2000 Research Software, the paired files (PUBHW;PMSSCA and 
PUBHW;TABLE) offer functionality unavailable in any other special 
library in LEXIS or WESTLAW.  The selection and issue coding of the 
cases is a central value added component.  But the uniqueness of this 
system, lies in the TABLE documents which contain the analytic 
framework of my treatise.  Topic by topic, they link judicial 
decisions to the statute and regulations.  A user with a disability 
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claim involving widow's benefit can step through the TABLE file to 
the appropriate document, a document which not only furnishes the 
codes that will retrieve appropriate cases (in a search the user can 
modify or focus) but also provides LEXSTAT references to the statute 
and a search that will retrieve the relevant paragraphs from the Code 
of Federal Regulations.  With a printed work these would be 
footnotes, in LEXIS they are references that can be followed 
immediately.  Indeed, the references have been set up, with 
consistent format, to allow "point and click" or "block and transmit" 
execution of these "electronic footnotes."  With a CD-ROM, the 
presentation of documents and execution of references would be more 
elegant; but the on-line version demonstrates the combination of 
hypertext and database functionality I was describing last winter. 
 
 The on-line version already demonstrates the importance of a 
capacity to deal with updates.  Each week I send codes for the prior 
week's new Social Security decisions on LEXIS.  Since release there 
have been over 100.  But more significantly, I have just prepared 
the revisions in my TABLE documents that summarize the impact of the 
Social Security Act amendments that Congress passed as part of the 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.  The act, Public Law No. 
101-508 is not yet up on LEXIS.  It will be months before any of the 
amendments figure in any decided case on LEXIS, but already anyone 
researching one of the affected topics in my TABLE file will be 
referred to a summary of the amendment and to the only version of 
the legislation currently available on LEXIS, the conference report 
published in the Congressional Record.  That reference like all 
others appearing in the TABLE file is executable as it appears on 
the screen.  This experience tells me that a freestanding CD-ROM 
publication would be a mistake, while one matched by an on-line 
collection could have the best of both worlds. 
 
 If my surmised answers to the above CD-ROM questions are 
correct, I shall view the on-line version as the sole residue of our 
publication contract and focus on bringing it to full functionality 
as an autonomous work.  While I shall, in that event, continue to 
explore the possibility of a CD-ROM version complementing and 
complemented by the on-line material, I shall do so with such 
resources as I can assemble here.  Should I decide to publish such 
a version, I would expect to offer it to Michie on reasonable terms, 
but would contemplate self-publication and distribution as the more 
likely path. 
 
 I shall be away during the early part of January but will try 
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to reach you in a month or so to see how we might proceed to put these 
matters to rest. 
 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
      Peter W. Martin 
      Edward Cornell Professor of Law 
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